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.RADICAL BLACK MILITANCY

The summer of 1968 was relatively a "cool" 
one so

far as urban riots were concerned. In the preceding

April the slaying of Dr. Martin Luther 
King had touched

off the second worst month of rioting 
in recent years,

but during the summer the number of major 
urban disorders

was down sharply from the disruptive summer of 1967.

The most ominous racial soder of the suerJNt,91

on the evening of July 23, 1968, a full-scale gur

battle r oke out between Cleveland police and black snipers

An hour and a half later five people lay dead and 17 others

were wounded. Most of the casualties were policemen. The

central figures in the outbreak were Fred 
Ahmed Evans and

his militant group, the Black Nationalists of New Libya.

epemer folwn th ovcinofHe . .o

m ni ter of defense of the Black Panther party, r man-

In October, pris sentences were imposed on two

'11

The ummr o 198 tirasreltivly a"col" ne o |

fa hit rbn Yioung r. ocre.I h rcdn
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den4- d d violence by black students spread from

San Francisco State College to campuses across the nation.

The Report of the Kerner Commission, published in April of

1968, cerned itself primarily with the phenomenon of

urban rioting evelopments in our racially troubled

nation - it necessary- this

Commission consider a dif rent phenomenon:

the increasing number of "radical black militants" who C

espouse and sometimes practice illegal retaliatory violence

and even guerrilla warfare tactics against E existing

social q~
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1. Radical Black Militancy

Radical black militants, who embrace
retaliatory violence and guerrilla.
warfare tactics , are Dart of a larger
militant movement within the rising

generation of young black activists. 4.

The history of black protest in America is the history

of the temporary decline, fall, and resurgence of almost

every conceivable means of achieving black well-being

-ii

and dignity. Today the focus of attention is "black

ki

miiany -
_. I

militancy is not a new phenomenon. Negroes in America

have engag in militant action. The first permanent

black settlers on the American mainland, brought byt-

Spanish explorer II in 1526, rose up

during the same year, killed a number of whites, and fled

to the Indians.

In the nearly 450 years that have passed since that

time, black protest has never been altogether dormant in

America, and militant blacks have continuously experimented

withdagwide. vaey tefsof ttisielois andbgals:

insurrection and riot, passive resistance and non-violence,

legal action and political organization, separatism and

integration - all these and many others have been tried

.;,



in every period of our history. No simple linear or

evolutionary explanation covers the complexity of those

developments: in the larger perspective of American history

there has been no constant historical trend of blaok protest~

from non-violence to violence.

Black protest in America today is similarly complex.

Despite the public attention which acts of violent protest

always seem to attract, the use of legal argument and of

the ballot is far from dead in the contemporary black protest

movement . Many black leaders are working quietly but

effectively "within the system" toward the same basic goals --

black w.ell-being and dignity -- as those who have adopted

more militant tactics. Inevitably,. a report~

"EnMil~ fa will concern itself primarily with the violent

aspects of current black protest, but this emphasis should not

be permitted to obscure the multi-faceted character of Negro

leadership today.

This same point must be made even more emphatically with

regard to that part of the larger black protest movement which

is,\called~"black militancy. ") lack militancy is a complex,

many-dimensioned phenomenon, Tnree major themes stand out

in contemporary black militancy:

of whiti vales

-- political autonomy and community control;

-- "self-defense" and the rejectio i of

non-violence. V
iiiin



Each of these three themes is a cluster of ideas, values

and activities which are shared in widely varying degrees

and combinations by different groups and individuals. III

persons who embrace notions of "self-defense" which include

illegal retaliatory violence and even guerrilla warfare

tactics. These radicals generally share ideas of black

cultural and political autonomy with other militants who

do not espouse violence in excess of the legal right of

self--defense. As black militancy is a part of the larger

black protest movement andg - be understood as such,

so the radicals are oe wing of, one group within, militant

Th=os-eheviolence of the radical black militant, 

persosp who:mbrbwe must first e n the values wnich

he shares with ot black militants

black cultural and political autonomy.

Cult ural autonomy, A exjciprof w tvlg The

memden toward black cultural autonomy and rejection of white

vlale mixes indigenous and international influences. Looking

backward at the long history of white domination in this /
country, and outward at what is re n aAm ican " c n i

black militants questiouestion

blac culura andpoliica autnomy 1

1

Cutrlatnm1.i j ~i - wxt'vl. +t h



dakmc rejecti-of clueless difficult

for the black militants. James Baldwin observes:

The American Negro has the great advantage of

having never believed that collection of mythsI to which white Americans cling; that their ancestors
-were all freedom-loving heroes, that they were born

in the greatest country the world has ever seen,

or that Americans are invincible in battle and wise

in peace , that Americans have always dealt honorably

with Mexicans and Indians and all 'other neigh o s
and inferiors, that American men are the worl most

direct and virile, that American women are pure.

~militant blacks are'

looking to their own cultural heritage as a source 
of

jI

affirmation of a different set of values. -

-- I

Supported by the revival of awareness of African history

and culture, militant blacks have grown more and more impatient

with what is seen as the attempt of American institutions

such as the schools and mass media to enforce white cultural

standards which ignore or deprecate the independent

f

I

cultural heritage of Afro-Ameri-cans.utue s pitiopa

proclaims:



Political auomy e t ndt'n

#- , Contemporary black militancy is oriented strongly

.to the idea of black community control and, the development

7,f

The systematic destruction of our links to
Africa, the cultural cut-off of blacks in this
country from blacks in Africa are not situations
that conscious black people in this country are
willing to accept. Nor are conscious black people
in this country willing to accept an educational
system that teaches all aspects of Western Civili-
zation and dismisses o.ur Afro-American contri-
bution . . . and deals with Africa not at all.
Black people are not willing to align themselves
with a Western culture that daily emasculates our

' beauty, our pride and our manhood.

'In addition to demanding recognition of r-; cultural

heritage, militant blacks e olicy implications

of the rejection of that heritage by whites. -

z-++=#The denial of black culture br- a e

L notion of "cultural depriva ion" :black children

fail in schools because they come from a "cultureless"

community, t because the schools do not teach. C enL -1-

. t American public welfare,

with its commitment to raising the moral standards of the

poor and its .p intrusio s into the family arrangements ,

of ghetto blacks} ,

t eref'o r.:

b e w .
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I
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;4.,Contemporary black militancy is oriented strongly

to the idea of black community ~control andf/# the development

of independent black political base a-dablate-politica.1 Q
yyThe of 4e m. milit ants toeda~eer

ra oa political avenues party organizations, is

a rslofsvrlinfluences t ~he failure of
traditional politics to effective y

total of 1,088 policy-making positions in

federal, state and local government in Cook County, only

fifty-eight, or five percent, were held by Negroes in 1965~,4 4

although blacks comprised at least twenty percent of the ~6ean~y-±.s
population. -s- \____

I

SI

-- _ ___ ___ vA ~&~z cI

_ _ _ CAI

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i

__ _ ____ ____ ____ Y~A _\r
Politica auiJ%~r nv e t________ n t'nY
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Another major factor influencing 
the/fthrust for black

politicall autonomy is the fact that residential segregation

has created the conditions for effective black political

organization. Residential segregation has meant 
that, in

blacks occupy whole districts en bloc. With the growing '
E ft.. acs athe central cities,/and--

esggg of whites 1e'he suubs 
U

-4= aec cities are developing black majorities

decision-making means control over 
the things about which

decisions are made)

_ as housing, employment, 
and education

as well as newer focal points of 
black protest like the

police and the wf a rus .

poliica auonom isthefac tha reidetia segegaion 3
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Going beyond disenchantment.with non-violence,
and beyond the exercise of legal rights of
self-defense, radical blac-k militants now
espouse and practice violence as a legitimate
response to what are perceived as instances of
i1Tp;itimate oppression by a racist society.

. The third major theme in contemporary black militancy

is self-defense and the rejection of non-violence.

. The civil rights movements--tmde -t-he ade:eshig=f

1960's stressed non-violence and what some called "passive

resistance."

I~

& AN only half-heartedly concerned with the

welfare of rights workers, and a -= e active partici- -

pants in -te terrorist groups.
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----- After the Watts

.riot of 1965, local Negroes formed a Community Action Patrol

to monitor police conduct during arrests. In 1966, a small group

.of Oakland blacks carried the process a y:#1: further by

instituting armed patrols. From a small group organized on an

ad hoc basis and oriented to the single issue, of police control,

the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense hasagrown into a

i1

national organization with a ten-point program for achieving /

political, social and economic goals. In the process, they

have. condensed the name to the Black Panther Party, but

the idea of self-defense remains basic. Huey Newton, the

Party's Minister of Defense, has said in an interview with

our staff: "The Panther never attacks first, but when he is.

backed into a corner, he will strike back viciously."

- onfrontation between radical black militants and

II

some elements of the police has .ge beyond

ggsef-deenseand has become a bloody feud verging on

\~j~lf-d fens -- - -. -....

openwarfreA~h,.

~. 7 ~_ _ _ _ ___t
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4MM+3\aggressive attacks =* k -A a obviousl

far eeelany lawful-oe,9 of self-defense, M=
radicals nonetheless believe to be legitimate and to

fall within "self-defense" when that concept is properly

understood. As a militant leader argues, "We have been

assaulted by our environment." This "assault" is considered-

to neutralize rsraints against the use of counter-violence, '

which is see by the radicals not as aggression but still

as "defensive" retaliation. A Seattle Panther recently

stated: "You see, we've been backed into a corner for the

last 400 years, so anything we do now is defensive. -

Agere-u-larey-iv- aow easily violence

against police and other symbols of authority can be perceived

as legitimate by radical black militants was me in

faTl "before this Commission by a comoderate Negro

leader: -

For you see, Mr. Chairman, what most people
refer to as violence in the ghetto, I refer to as
self defense against the violence perpetrated on the
ghetto. Dr. King's widow has put it well: "In this
society," she said on Solidarity Day, "violence
against poor people and minority groups is routine .

I must remind you that starving a child is
violence. Suppressing a culture is violence.
Neglecting school children is violence . Punishing
a mother and her child is violence. Discriminating
against a working man is violence. Contempt for
poverty is violence. Even the lack of will power
to help humanity is a sick and sinister form of
violence .

The people of the ghetto, Mr. Chairman, react
to this violence in self defense. Their self defense
is becoming more violent because ther-eaggressor is
becoming more violence. --

iiiin



How has it come about that substantial numbers of
black people in this country, especially among the black youth,
see the government and the white majority as an "aggressor"?
What are the root causes of radical black mil-itancy and its
readiness to use violence? How can a sense of the legitimacy
of American institutions be developed in these hostile,
alienated members of the Negro community? These are the
questions we must now try to answer.
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-2. Underlying Causes of Radical Black Mili.tancy

The Kerner Commission found that the.
underlying cause of urban rioting by
Negroes is the enduring structure
of racial attitudes and behavior by
white Americans toward black Americans:r
properly understood, the same c-ause
ultimately underlies the phenomenon of
radical black militancy .

In March of 1968 the National Advisory Commission on

Civil Disorders filed its historic Report at the end of a

comprehensive investigation into the causes and preventionJof the urban riots which have plagued this country in the

1960's. The Commission found that the causes of the rioting

were "imbedded in a massive tangle of issues and circumstances -

social, economic, political, and psychological - which arise

out of the historical pattern of Negro-white relations in

America." The most fundamental strand in that tangle, said 17

1 
1

1i
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the Commission, is "the racial attitude and behavior of'

white Americans toward black Americans."

White racial attitudes, the Commission found, are

essentially responsible for the "explosive mixture" in our

cities that has recently erupted into large-scale rioting.

Three main ingredients of the mixture were identified:

- ;l. Great numbers of Negroes have been

excluded from the benefits of economic progress

through discrimination in employment and education

and their enforced confinement in segregated . s

housing and schools.

2. The massive and growing concentration of

impoverished Negroes in our major urban areas has

greatly increased the burden on the already depleted

resources of the cities and created a growing crisis

of deteriorating facilities and services and unmet

human needs.

3. In the teeming racial ghettos, segregation

and poverty have intersected to destroy opportunity

and hope, to enforce failure, and to create bitterness *

and resentment against society in general and white

society in particular.

The Commission found that other factors catalyzed the mixture,

factors such as the frustrated hopes aroused by the successes

- of the civil rights. movement; the climate of encouragement of

* I j 
**i



violence arising out of white terrorism and violent black

protest and rhetoric; and the frustrations of black political

powerlessness and alienation from institutions of govern-

ment and law. Thus catalyzed, relatively minor racial

incidents - frequently involving the police - are sufficient

to spark the mixture into an explosion of violence.

.We find no reason to disagree with this analysis.

No witness appearing before this Commission has disputed it.

Our investigation of the Miami disorders of last August

reached the same conclusions as to that particular instance

of rioting. The research studies of our Task Forces have

all yielded results consistent with the Kerner Commission's

analysis, and our NVC Survey has in fact provided a striking

confirmation of one essential feature of that analysis: we

found that in response to a series of questions concerning~

segregation and integration, white Amcricans remain far less

committed than black Americans to the goal of a fully inte-

grated society.

Far from disagreeing with the Kerner Commission's

analysis of the causes of urban riots, we conclude that the

analysis is largely applicable to the phenomenon of radical

black militancy. We find that radical black militancy, like

the urban riots, is ultimately a response to conditions created by K
racial attitudes and behavior that have widely prevailed among



the'white majority since the days of slavery. Having said

this we must immediately add three essential qualifications,

absent which our finding might be misunderstood:

-- First, to say that the violence of con-

temporary radical black militancy is a response

to an historical pattern of white racial.

attitudes is not to say that it is a justified

response.. It is not, and we condemn it

unequivocally.

-- Second, in speaking of white racial

attitudes, we are not referring primarily to

the personal relationships which today exist'

between individual white and black.Americans;

rather we particularly maean the enduring insti-r

tutional and ideological legacy of white

supremacy and Negro i-fri- ,y-ghich our tragic

II

racial history has bequeathed to contemporary~

America.

-- Third, to identify white racial attitudes

as the ultimate cause of radical black militant

is not to deny the existence of other, more pexh~a
causes, without which this phenomenon would not have

emerged. As we shall show, there are several other

.levels of causation which cannot be ignored. All of

these, however, -ope rate in the matrix of our domninantly

.white 'society and its customs and institutions; it is

to this matrix that we refer when we speak of white

racial attitudes.
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The first of these three points needs no elaboration:

as our whole Report should make abundantly clear, we agree

with the Kerner Commission that "violence cannot build a

better society." Elaboration of the third point will occupy

much of the rest of this chapter. Before turning to the

precipitating causes of the rise of radical black militancy,

however, we wish to amplify our second point by exposing

at some length the historical roots of contemporary insti-

tutional and ideological "white racism."

The "vhite racism" of contemporary America
is not primarily a matter of personal re-
lationships between individuals; rather, it

- is. a social condition whose roots are to be
found in the institution of slavery, the after-
math of its destruction, and the rise of the
urban ghetto.

The reaction of many white Americans to the Kerner

Commission Report was to deny angrily that they were "racists,"

to point to friendships with individual Negroes, and to ask

if the Commission thought that it was "white racists" who

were doing all the rioting. This response misconceives

both the basic thrust of the Kerner Commission Report and the

true nature of "white racism". That rather incendiary phrase

should be understood as a short-hand designation for a

complex social condition whose source is to be found only

in the whole history of race relations in this country.

Sim
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This history has three major phases, which we now

trace: slavery, segregation and the ghetto.

The Institution of Slavery. Slavery was established

in the New World almost immediately after'its discovery

For the blacks who were subjected to slavery, the existing

social systems of West Africa were interrupted, and new,-

traumatic ones were imposed. Tribal institutions and customs

which prepared blacks to meet their needs and cope as adults

in African societies were no longer useful or possible. A

new kind of socialization was necessary in order to develop --

not an adequate, competent participant in adult society --

but rather a subhuman, dependent creature fully subservient to

the master's needs. -

* ~ w pattern of scialization was not aMays\ or ,

u - was a s destructive of normal indivi developme t

v en humane treatment wa aped by t need to establish

and maintain the unnatural m er-sla elationship. An

ex-slave from Louis a said: "Marse always sa eing mean to the

oung-uns e -them m~a when they grows epadnhn

pi

Children born into the slave system were prepared from

birth for a life of subservience. Nurture and pyhsical care

came from an adult - not in the interest of a family, kinship

- group or tribe -- but in the interest of the master. Children K

were not destined to become elders, chiefs, warriors, or

Vi
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traders and to hold positions of respect and st tus within k3V3c

the tribe. Instead they were to become slaves, N-i

this-is the reason why so many adult slaves cared so *little

for children -- a fact which confounded slave owners and

observers.

The adult slave was without power and without security..

His legal status was that of a piece of property, without

rights in court and without the protection of any institution.

Completely subject to their masters' control, dispersed

throughout a larger white culture, and unable to maintain

the institutions of their previous societies (kinship ties,

family organization, religion, government, courts, etc.),

slaves were generally unable to run away en masse, to organize

effective large-scale attacks against their oppressors,

or even to turn inward on their own culture for psychological

support.

Some slaves were able to run away to the Indians, to

Canada or to "freedom" in the North. Most could not, however,

but had instead to find ways of adjusting to the slavery

environment. Some led a passive-aggressive existence in

relationship to .the white master -- working as little as .they

could without being punished, feigning illness, sabotaging

property and generally provoking the master. Some partici-

pated in the maamss small, relatively unorganized
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anspiritaingdo hat crenabldtthem to enduere tes suffers

of their life in this world. Still others adopted a life style'

which triedi to. copy, to the extent possible, the style ofI

the white master. Common to all these adaptations, and shapipg

the form they took, was the overriding fact of the slave system.

The impact of slavery on white society was no less

profound. Becau e of------_

I- e hitescould not rationalize the slave system's

} ontebaicfonomnic need for manpower. If slavery

was to be justified, it wras necessary to believe that the Negro-

was inherently inferior, that he belonged to a lower order of

man, that slavery was right on scientific and social, as well i

as economic, grounds. A large body of literature came into ;

existence to prove ,these beliefs and the corollary belief

'in the natural superiority and supremacy of the white race.L

reinforced both by the destructive impact of slavery upon Negroes

generally and by the institutional and cultural denial of ,I

~individual Ncegro accomplishments in the face of overw-helming

11J
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obstacles. For more than tw etre h institution.

the fabric of American life.

It is thus not surprising that the conditions of life

in the United States were hardly better for free Negroes

than for slaves. Some free Ne roes achieved material success, .

even owned slaves the-mselvesA but the vast majority knew

only poverty and rejection by white society. Forbidden to

settle in some areas, segregated in others, they were targets

of prejudice and discrimination. 'In the South, they were denied

freedom of movement, severely restricted in their choice of

occupation, forbidden to associate with whites or with slaves,

and in constant fear of being enslaved. In both North and South

I I--

they were regularly the victims of mobs. In 1829, for example,

white residents invaded Cincinnati's "Little Africa," killed

Negroes, burned their property, and ultimately drove half

the black population from the city. -__

-The Aftermath of Slavery. The violence of the Civil War tore

the nation apart and succeeded in destroying the institution 1
of slavery., But the War proved incapable of rooting out the Iw

ii -.
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been built up over too long a time and was too firmly

embedded in American society, North as well as South.

Indeed, as we have said, racism had become an integral

part of the black man's experience in America: the large

number of Negroes who could not or would not leave the

plantation after slavery indicates the deg-ree to which

blacks had been absorbed into the master--slave relationship.

After a blacks were oftenl

violently, closed out of the economic political and edu-

cational mainstream ofAmerican 1ie T rormof

ffe~~~~cons ruction failed, for a variety of reasons,

to provide blacks with a solid economic, political or social

base and consequently failed as an adjustment tool. None

of the organizational structures of the African culture

remained to provide a basis for group stability and directions.

Only remnants of previous African life-styles remained, greatly

modified by the American experience and of little value in

promoting adjustment in the post-slavery period. As a result

of factors such as these, Negroes remained economically,

socially ar'd psychologically dependent on whites who retained

almost complete control.

In some respects the condition of the Negro worsened

after the War. 'Under the segregation system which rapidly

developed (and which was rdtified by/ urm or n

by~~ uoree Cort i

111in



1896) , control and authority over blacks were extended to

all whites, most of whom were economically vulnerable and

more in need of a psychological scapegoat than the wealthier

slave-owning class. Whites outside the planter caste were

more likely to act in an unjust, violent fashion toward

blacks.

.The first Ku Klux Klan, arising in 1865 and lasting

until 1876, was a principal means of keeping the Negro

in his place in the early post-War period. The Klan helped

-overthrow the Reconstruction governments of North Carolina,

Tennessee, and Georgia, and was responsible, according to

the findings of a Congressional investigation in 1871, for

hangings, shootings, whippings, and mutilations numbering

ri_

in the thousands. The commanding general of federal troops

-in Texas reported: "Murders of Negroes are so common as to

S render it impossible to keep accurate accounts of them.,

y 177he la had been so successful that the Negro was eY~~

y4+ -> eliminated from the political life of the South.

Still denied the opportunity for personal achievement

and the resultant sense of adequacy and security which

achievement brings, blacks made various adaptations to meet

adequacy and security needs in a society in which they were

now "free" but still rejected and abused. Religion was

embraced more firmly. Many informal and formal Afro-Amrerican -

KI
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mutual support organizations developed after slavery,

reflecting the need for black sharing and mutual support in

a hostile society. Some blacks continued as employees of their

former masters and in many oases identified strongly with

whites. Some wandered about, disorganized and hopeless.

Under hwv enerFthe segregation system WM~ ~Aku.-

parents had to teach their children to avoid aggressive life-

styles which might lead to disastrous conflicts with whites.

Such socialization, similar to that under slavery, naturally

led to the diminution or destruction of the capacity for

exploration, learning and work in many N\egroet . gone blacks

were largely pleasure-oriented, responding to inadequately

controlled sexual and aggressive drives by behavior that

often resulted in violence and in 'conflict with the larger

society. Such behavior was not viewed by whites as the

natural product of a society which had failed-to create the

conditions for adequate social and psychological development

among many blacks - instead it was viewed simply as "the

way niggers are."

The Rise of the Urban Ghetto. In 1910, 91 per cent of

the country's 9-.8 million Negroes still lived in the South.

During World War I large-scale movement of Negroes out of the

rural South was stimulated when the industrial demands of the

war created new jobs for unskilled workers in the North, while'

1I

floos ad bol wevil~hut famin in he outh Th
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Depression temporarily slowed this migratory flow, but
World War II set it in motion again. The migration proceeded
along three major routes: north along the Atlantic Seaboard
toward Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, Boston;
north from Mississippi to St. Louis, Chicago, Detroit,
Milwaukee; west from Texas and Louisiana toward Los Angeles
and San Francisco. While the total Negro population more
than doubled from 1910 to 1966 (from 9.8 million to 21.5

million), the number living outside the South rose elevenfold
(from 0.9 million to 9.7 million) and the number living in

cities rose more than fivefold (from 2.7 million to 14.8
million).

The early pattern of Negro settlement within the
Northern cities followed that of other immigrants: they
converged on the older sections of the central-city because
the lowest-cost housing was located there, because friends
and relatives were likely to be living there, and because the
older neighborhoods then often had good public transportation.

Unlike other immigrants, however, the Negro remained -- and
remains today -- largely confined in the original ghetto --
still the prisoner of the American racial heritage. .

In the light of our whole racial history, should we be
surprised that, for the Negro, the great cities of the North

i .
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1

have not been ports of entry into the mainstream of American

life? Can we fail to see that the black ghetto is ulti-

mately the product of slavery and segregation, -t&=i=s

ba the third great phase of the black man' s bondage in

America? The Report of the Kerner Commission has exhaustively

described the conditions of the black ghetto and the manner

of its formation. For our purposes we need only to

illustrate a few of the many continuities which exist between

life in thc ghetto and the black, experience under slavery-

segregation.

-- Race riots and violent racial conflict were a

hallmark of the early twentieth century Negro experience

in northern cities, the Negroes invariably suffering most

of the violence. In East St. Louis, Illinois, a riot which

claimed the lives of 39 Negroes and 9 whites erupted in 1917

against a background of fear by white workingmen that Negro labor

was threatening their jobs. Other major riots by whites

against blacks took place in 1917 in Chester, Pa., and

Philadelphia. In 1919 there were riots in Washington QD. C,

Omaha, Charleston, Longview QTexa , Knoxville and Chicago.

In Chicago between July 1917 and March 1921, 58 Negro houses

were bombed, and recreational and residential areas were

frequent sites of violent racial conflict. Negro soldiers

returning home from service in World War I in segregated combat

units were mobbed -for attempting to usea facilities open to

white soldiers.
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-- AAhah nany Negro families in the ghettoes

attained incomes, living standards and cultural levels

matching those of whites who upgr ed themselves out of

in predominantly black neighborhoods because they were

lb

effectively excluded from white residential areas. Able

to escape poverty, they were unable to escape the ghetto --

and their confinement rendered their accomplishments less

visible to the larger society which continued to embrace 1
the myth of innate Negro inferiority. More often, however,

the pervasive discrimination in employment, education 'and

housing rendered the escape from poverty even within the

ghetto all but impossible.

-- Many ghetto blacks responded to their condition of

oppression with self-hatred and low self-esteem. These

traits in turn gave rise to passive, self-destructive modes

of behavior such as excessive use of alcohol and narcotics,

violent assault on a friend over a dime or a bottle of wine ,

poor impulse control generally, low aspiration levels, and

high rates of family conflict. Another destructive pattern

begun under slavery continued under conditions of unemployment

in the urban ghetto: the Negro male often played only a

marginal role in his family and found few cultural or

psychological rewards in family life. Often the Negro father

~rn



abandoned his home because he felt useless to his family,

the absence of the father then condemning the sons to

repeat the pattern.

3. Direct Causes of Radical Black Militancy

To say that an enduring structure of white racial

attitudes and behavior is ultimately responsible for the

phenomenon of radical black militancy is only to identify a

first cause, an underlying matrix. We must now look to more

direct causes in order to understand why radical black

militancy has emerged at this particular point in our history.

Our study has identified four such direct causes, .each

inextricably interwoven with all the others and with the

underlying social matrix created by slavery, segregation

and the ghetto. These causes are of different kinds and

operate in different ways:

(1) contemporary-historical: the of the

civil rights movement;

(2) ideological: the rise of an "anti-colonial"

(3) economic: the y tl..2.material

advancement; o

(4) psychological: the breaking of the dependency

bond."

In this section we will discuss each of these causes in turn.
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Radical black militancy arose out of the
frustrations of the civil rights movement
and the limitations o that movemrent as~a
force for Negro betterment and leadership
in the Northern urban ghettoes.

From the .decline of Marcus Garvey's separatist philosophy

in the 1920's until quite recently, the dominant thrust of

black protest was toward political, social, economic and

cultural inclusion into American institutions on a basis

.of full equality. Always a powerful theme in American black

militancy, these aims found their maximum expression in the

civil rights movement of the 1950's and early 1960's.

For the civil rights movement, the years before 1955

were filled largely with efforts at legal reform) with the

NAACP, especially, carrying case after case to successful

litigation in the federal courts. There was a considerable

gap, however, between the belief of the NAACP and other groups

that major political changes were in sight and the reality

of the slow pace of change even in the more advanced areas

of the South. The gap was even greater between the con-

servative tactics and middle-class orientation of the established

civil-rights organizations and the situation of the black

ghetto masses in the North.

Since the NAACP, the Urban League, and other established

I

groups continued to operate as before, new tactics and new

leaders arose to fill these gaps. In 1955, Mrs. Rosa Parks.
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of Montgomery, Alabama, refused to give up her bus seat

to a white man, and a successful boycott of the bus system

materialized, led by a local minister, the Reverend Martin

Luther King, Jr. Around the same time, with less publicity,

another kind of organization with another :kind of leader-

ship was coming into its own in the northern ghettos:

Elijah Muhammed and the Nation of Islam represented those

segments of the black community that no one else, at the

moment, W~. representing -- thenorthern, urban, lower-

classes . It was this jsectw hch would produce -"

the man who was destined to rise from a petty criminal

to a "black shining prince" and who wroul.d far overshadowir

Dr. King in influence among the new generation of black

militants: Malcolm X. K

Neither the direct-action, assimi].ationist approach

of King nor the separatist, nationalist approach of the

Black Muslims were new. Rather, they were both traditional

strategies of black protest which had been adopted in the

past in response to specific situations. Direct action was

used by the abolitionists prior to the Civil War, by

left-wing organizers in the ghetto in the 1930's, and by
. ii

CORE in the early 1910's. It had been threatened by

A. Phillip Randolph in his March on Washington in 19141, I
but called off when President Roosevelt agreed to establish I

c1

a Federal Fair Eiployment Practices Commission. The roots 4K._ .. r ,.' ;A
iiin
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of black separatism are equally deep, beyond Marcus Garvey

to Martin Delaney ,'d h-mcY

The move to direct action in the south brought civil ~~

rights protest out of the courts and into the streets,

bus terminals, restaurants, and voting booths. Nevertheless,

it remained deeply linked to the American political process

and represented an imh-faith in the en ad power

of the federal government and in the moral capacity of

white Americans, both no.rthern and southern. It operated,

for the most part, on the implicit premise that racism

was a localized, essentially southern malignancy within

a relatively healthy political and social order; it was a

move to force American morality and American institutions

to cure the last symptoms of the diseased member of the

body politic.

Activists in SNCC, CORE and other civil rights organi-

zations met with greater and more violent EZEU154resistence
as direct-action continued during the sixties. Freedom

Riders were beaten by mobs in Montgomery; 'demonstrators were

hosed, clubbed and cattle-prodded in Birmingham and Selma.

Suh, civil rights workers, black and

white, were victimized by local officials as well as by

night--riders and angry crowds. At the same time, the

problems of white violence were dompounded- by.

I
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"abnipolitical constraints o

the federal government p i~oc that it

Tdesively toward a radical alteration of th stt -

siuaioeu \. 
_s..d

tt-h-e~march-on--W-a-s~-n-en-1-196-3--Join Luewis of

CC .- the growing mood of disenchantment:rL -th--

The simple and harsh fact, made cl r in
Albany, and einforced by events n Anmericus,
Georgia, in S ma and Gadsden labama, in L
Mississippi, is that the fe ral government
abdicated its re onsibi' y in the Black Belt.
The Negro citizens of t t area were left to
the local police. U. S. Constitution was

'left in the hands o ~anderthal creatures who
cannot read it, a who e only response to it
has been to gru and swo g their clubs.

Even many modera s agreed with t Urban League's Whitn y

Young that t government was "reacti rather than acting

iden1

i The dimpe for hegr h rih. madectiit o had bee i

the ny Sn thwreicined tod agreenwth a whic rvrh,

The Mississippi is 194 was

a hybrid phenomenon, less of a moral confrontation than

Birmingham the year before, and more of a new kind of power

play. 'C0t0i the hOg-ess of Federated Organizations, e a

(.;:

' 1

Evenman modm sagred wth Urbn Lagu's Ghit y1

f e_ v-i1

Youn tht t govrnmet ws "eaci rahertha acin?

i-I

inte1 efrPer iht.Atvss ohdbe
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loose ad hoc consortium funded by established grous
such as the NAACPJ btgieit
cutting edge by the leaders of SNCC. Masterminded by a
SNCC staff disillusioned by white reprisals and violence
against earlier voter registration drives, the COFO Project
was presented as a massive effort to get voter registration
off the ground with the aid of large numbers of vacationing
white college students. ~

-But COFO's voter registration goal turned out to be
a cover for a more ambitious and aggressive SNCC strategy:
to provoke massive federal intervention in Mississippi
amounting to an occupation and a "second effort at
Reconstruction.

for mayo pricats'Tre young me wre murered
by a white conspiracy and many others saw at firsthand
the ugly face of E - - repression. The -~-e tn

~S~~wze~kulinated, not with a second Reconstruction, but
with the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party's failure

~i

togtis eeain eae a 1 6lDemoricntna

illusionment with "white liberals" among young blacks N
By the middle of the decade, then, many militant Negro

members of SNCC and CORE began to turn away from American
society and the "middle-c1s way of life. Depiehe-

--- - D spiteJt
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Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965,

theft became deeply cynical about the tradition of American

liberal reform. They talked moreof "revolutionary"

changes in the social structure, and of retaliatory violence,
-mo "3 , 'i V c...s 2

and they increasingly rejected white assistance !

insisted that Negro power alone could compel the white

"ruling class" to make concessions. Yet, at this time, they

also spoke of an alliance of Negroes and unorganized lower-

class whites to overthrow the "power structure" of

capitalists, politicians and bureaucratic labor leaders

whom they accused of exploiting the poor of both races

while dividing them through an appeal to race prejudice.

The increased criticism of liberals, white intellectuals,

. and. federal bureaucracies was part of a broader turn to a

renewed critique of the situation of blacks in the North.

. To a large extent, and despite such evidence as-the Harlem

uprisings of 1935 and 19413, most white northerners had con-

gratulated themselves on the quality of their "treatment"

of the Negro vis-a-vis that of the South. But direct action

by civil rights leaders in Northern cities, largely in the form I

of street demonstrations, had failed to make any substantial

impact on the problems of separate and inferior schools, slum

housing, and police hostility, although it had succeeded

- in lowering some barriers to Negro employment.

j - ~ * *
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With the explosion of Harlem and several other

northern cities in 1964, attention among black activist

leaders was drawn sharply to the problem of institutional

racism in the North, and this shift of focus was

accelerated by the Watts riot the following year. In a

real sense, the outbreak of riots not only surprised

-liberalwhites, but most established black civil rights

leaders as well. While undermining the moral credibility

of liberal northerners as to the nature of the racial

situation in the North, the riots also left most civil

rights leaders without a vocabulary with which to express

the deeper emotions of the northern ghettos. There was

a ts tra- sense t at civil rights leaders = could

not speak to the kinds of issues raised by

the riots, and that a wide gulf separated those leaders --

ostly of middle-class background -- from the black urban

masses. ng e ±f-)4 ridle r

ast--an other established rights leaders were

ooed and s down at ra

In this setting the rhetoric of "Black Power" developed

the Meredith March from

Memphis to Jackson in June 1966, xpres-s-ed

t -~nc: -ha L,, .. - a - ~ ga % -t ~ fr-

lt

tei

f.



he Negro protest movement was temporarily s - ng down

otion was no more panacea than legal action, when CORE

ndC 
relacdCisenn-volet 

eader

John Lewis with Stokeley Carmichael, and CORE elected
Floyd McKissick, who refused to denounce the Watts riot
of the previous year. Under Carmichael SNCC formally
and deliberatJ]y disassociated itself from the civil.
rights movement's traditional commitment to nonviolence
and took up a position on the leftward militant fringe.

traveled to Havana, Hanoi and Moscowic~prt~th

au 
ideolo

The extravagant speeches and behavior of Carmichael and
Brown amplified the psychological effect of the 1967 riots

[i
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on both blacks and whites, while the riots themselves -

and especially the then exaggerated reports of organized

urban warfare - lent cedib litcy to their rhetoric.

ffit he rots t~gspuemanyounger and more militant

leaders and organizations emerged to represent the

interests of the Northern urban lower-classes, and the older

representatives of the civil rights movement were required

to redefine their programs and techniques to accommodate

these new forms of militancy. The impact of the riots

on young Negroes and on-established black leaders was

graphically depicted in the testimony before this Comnmission

of Sterling Tucker, Director of Field Services of the

National Urban League:

I was standing with some young, angry men not
far from some blazing buildings. They were
talking to me about their feelings. They talked
out of anger, but they talked with respect.

'Mr. Tucker,' one of them said to me, 'you're

a big and important man in this town. You're
always in the newspaper and we know that you're
fighting hard to bring about some changes in the
conditions the brother faces. But who listens,
Mr. Tucker, who listens? Why, with one match I
can- bring about more change tonight than with
all the talking you can ever do.'

Now I know that isn't true and you know that
isn't true. It just isn't that simple. But
the fact that we know that doesn't really count
for much. The brother on the street believes
what he says, and there are some who are not
afraid to die, believing what they say. E -E1-

It



When black activists came tc interpret the urban
riots as purposeful rebellions, and tc advocate violence
as one technique for achieving black dignity and well-
being, the phenomenon of radical black militancy had
become a part cf the troubled American racial scene,

Rdical__bla ck milit ancy is s teghfbyanani-olnilideology c n6tewi e maority in this country as
bIa o anized imperialist force holinobC people in colonial bondage

- B -

By the mid--19 6 0's,<many militant black leaders had
bec me onv nce tht te aims arid methods of the civil

rights movement were no longer viable. The failures
of the white majority to meet black expectations, the
fact of the urban riots) and the increasing American
involvement in Vietnam all served to catalyze a funda-
mental transformation in militant black perceptions of
the place of the Negro in American society. This trans--

fo m t o re u t d n w

for ati n r sul ed n wat can be. called an "anti-colonial
ideology", which is aptly expressed by a spokesman of the
Black Panther Party as follows:

e s e th the basic definition: t at

blari tckpeoe fo iAerica ae adcolnize adwel'

plhe n revery sense of the term and thatohie Aorian is an organized imperialistboce, h g back people in colonial I

By th i-16',..n iltn lakladr.a
.1
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Unique when expressed by Malcolmn X in 19641, the

- anti-colonial perspective now provides ,m any militant

blacks with a structured world-view - and, in the case

of the radicals, with a rationalization for violence.

Many articulate black militant spokesmen now see the final

hope of black Americans in identification with the

revolutionary struggles of the Third World. Even moderate

leaders p L the discrepancy between the massive

commitment of American resources abroad and the lack of a

decisive commitment to end racism at home. Martin Luther

King wondered, for example , why "we were taking the black

young men who had been crippled by our poverty and sending them

8,000 miles away to guarantee liberties in Southeast Asia

* which they had not found in Southwest Georgia or East Harlen~

ili

!

i I

ed Uonnqe Grant (Gpresewich Conn.: FaincettPremie, 1
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o-N isssippi Negroes should be fighti
in Vietnam for the White Man's free,
until all the Negro people are ee in

us to risk our lives an ill other colored

people in Santo Dom- oo and Vietnam, so
that the white -rican can get richer.. .
We don't knot anything about Comymunism,
Socialis , and all that, but we'do -know
that groes have caught hell right here-
n er this AmerLc~a-Deo-~cTdy .-

Black militants in America have in the past looked

to Africa for recognition of common origins and culture,

and the influence has been reciprocal. W.E.B. DuBois,

one of thc founders of the NAACP in 1909-10, saw that the

"problem of the -color line" was international in scope,

and was a guiding force behind the movement for Pan-

African unity. Marcus Garvey, founder in 19141 of the

Universal Negro Improvement Associatio , and other American

and West Indian black nationalists timulated the develop-

ment of African nationalism and informed the intellectual

development of suh Avax edr ele N:un.---

Today the successful revolt against colonialism in

.Africa and other non-white regions has created a heightened

sense of the international character of racial conflict and

has provided the impetus for the growth of an anti-colonial

ideology among American black militants. This ideology may

be somewhat artificially divided into two components, the

cultural and the political, the latter of which is of far

more significance so far as the violent aspects of black

militancy are concerned.
1i



Lle~ crO 36 African an~d 15 nou.

The rise of them ne s-s been closely bound up

with an assault on the dominance of 
Western culture and on

what is seen as the cultural and 
historical dispossession

of the nonwhite peoples 
of the world.

After the Second World War, African nationalist move-

ments began a process of reconstruction 
of African history

and re-evaluation of African culture 
which continues today.

Much scholarship has been devoted to 
charting and analyzing

the growth of early African civilizations, 
and affirming

their high level of cultural and technological 
development.

h 'O

'hcincnhteo ptrv3c cffcrt at cultral-O. ip ~CU

f natives asbeiZ tif-hant htory or a cultur .

This cultural reconstruction

has substantially reversed for many

black intellectuals in this country 
the stereotypes which

suffused Western thought and dominated 
the thinking of blacks

as well as whites. There has n an enthusiastic reappraisal

by American black militants of the potential of 
nonwhites,

and hence of themselves. c
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ie existence of a tec thsn ogic

demnsraedto lak iltans n meic thatleoplesa

n Egypt to have an emotional impact. l icall war

ost surprised me ras that in ro, automobiles were

being manufactured 
also ,buses. .- I can't tell

you the 1 g i man

tPl c Th e, volt against colonialism ha watered

the structure oPower ini the world, and this fact has

demonstrated to black militants in America that peoples

supposed to be culturally and technologically 
"backward"

can emerge victorious in struggles wi~ith ostensibly superior

pwr.I1 
an -s ss

joxty ,.i coiousneSs _. at i~ioLu1

he development of black militant 
in America.

"Two-thirds of the human population 
today," wrote

Malcolm X, "is telling the one-third 
minority white men,

'Get out.' And the white man is leaving." Th-e-

' ~~ ... 
t~r 

y has c ged the

m waning for many American 
black milit s of their nation 1

m nority position and give em a neh sense of power.

M lcolm X . '-- thi.s .point repeatedly: 
"There are

U whites *-this country yrho are still complacent when the,

eetepssblt, 
,ife e-etting out of h- nd.
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umb r the racial minority in this country ; wha you hay

o bear 'n mind is wherein you might outnu er us in th s

country, yo don't outnumber us all er the earth.!

Beyond the estion of mer numbers, the politica

nd technological aoh vein ts of nonwhite countries-

roduce a sense of pr' e an optimism: "For the Negro in

articular, it h been a stirri experience to see w ole

ocieties a political systems come 1. o existence in which

from to to bottom . . all posts are occur d by bl ck

me not because of the sufferance of white superic bu t

because it is their .soerein ri ght." With the dis-

integration of white rule in Africa and the rise of

autonomous black nations, political autonomy for Negroes

in America - ranging from traditional democratic concepts

of community control to notions of geographic separatism --

has received a new impetus optiismt

The success of the movements for political independence

in the colonial countries required a recognition that the

plight of the "native" was a political problem, and that

political action was the most effective vehicle of major

\* Emerson & Kilson, . n Dilemma In a Changing
World: The Rise of Africa and the Neg rican," Daedaus
pp. 1066-67 (Fall, 1965).



social change. Early nationalist movements in Africa,

therefore, sought ideologically to turn nearly 
every aspect

of life into a political issue. This *was true, for example,

of the area of culture, whose political importance 
lay in

the fact that "natives," as people without history or

culture, were also seen as people without political claims

- of their own, and therefore as people to be dealt with

from above -- benevolently or otherwise.

Political ideology also worked its transforming

magic on violence. Through the same process of

"politicization," instances of black resistance in 
history

were -ideologically redefined as precursors of contemporary

political struggles. Native crime was redefined as _

- revolutionary activity. Instances of rebellion were sought

in the past and their significance amplified.

This process extended to the creation of a whole new

world-view. History was viewed as an arena of struggle

between colonial power and native population, with heavy

emphasis on the intrinsically violent character of colonial

domirration Colonialism was seen as dependent on the

routinization of violence, both physical and psychological,

against the native. Consequently, revolutionary violence

against the colonial regime was not only necessary, 
but

justifiable, on both political and psychological ground.s.I
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Colonialism, wrote Frantz Fanon, "is violence in its

natural state, and it will only yield when confronted

with greater violence." Further, he said, "at the level

of individuals, violence is a cleansing force. It frees

the native from his inferiority complex, and from his

despair and inaction; it makes him fearless and restores

self-respect."

us e ine the situation o

onw ites as of subordination under a political,

ocial, economic and cu . 1 order intrinsically and '

' irrevocably hostile to the interes of nonwhites, an~d

t erefore not susceptible to change throug rderly

p litical processesA rev on y way ou o

c' nia .ua"ion, and the colonized realizes it s ner

- r later. His condition is absolute and calls or an

a solute solution; a break -and not a comp mise." The

r jection of compromise meant a corr ponding rejection f the

tive middle class,which was een as parasitical, timid,

nd generally antagonistic to the struggle of the native

asses for liberati .The motive force of the anti-

olonial revol ion, for these writers, lay in the

lumpenpro ariat of the cities. Through revolutionary

viol ce, Fanon wrote, "these workless less-than-men are

ehabilitated in the-i the eves of histo y." K
- 7
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Under the influence of radical militant propagandists

such as Stokeley Carmichael, similar ideological develop-

ments have taken place among some blacks- in America. The

anti-colonial ideology has enabled black radicals to see

urban riots as the harbingers of revolution and to see

in urban violence the means of destroying white domination

and achieving black dignity. If, as the Panthers would

have it, "White America is an organized imperialist force

holding black people in colonial bondage," then it follows

that violence against the police and other agents or

symbols of authority is not crime but heroism, not merely

an unlawful act but a revolutionary gesture against an

illegit imat e government .

Tragically, this poisonous ideology has found fertile

soil in the black ghettoes of America. Its roots do not

yet, perhaps, go very deep, and the commitment to violence

is found only among a relative y small group of black

radicals. But has the potential, for growth, and it will

grow to the e nt that the white majority can successfully-

be cast by radical pro andists in the role of oppressor$

of the black minority.

ii
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The ghetto Negr'o's frustrated desire
for improved living conditions has been -
one important cause of the rise of radi-
cal black militancy.

History teaches us that ments frustration over the

material circumstances of their lives is a frequent

cause of collective violence. The more intense and wide-

spread the discontent is, the more intense and widespread

the violence is likely to be. Of course, the occurrence,

extent and form of economically motivated violence are

strongly influenced by other factors: the degree of

legitimacy which the discontented group accords to the

existing social and political order; the effectiveness

of agencies of direct social control such as the police;

the extent to which political institutions afford peaceful

alternatives to violence; and many other factors. But

the economic motive, the frustrated desire for improved

-living conditions, has undeniably been one important cause

of violence in many periods of man' s history.

Has this cause been operative in the rise of radical

black militancy? The answer is clearly yes . A dominant

theme of black protest in the United States has always

been the improvement of the material circumstances of the

Negro, and this goal has proved most frustratingly unob-

tainable precisely in the cradle of radical black militancy:

the northern urban ghet toes.

I 1
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e~~1 IA he conditions of' life in the racial ghetto a-s

YI~ny~f~teKerner commission's findings were subsequent y

di-eties d-in-t

Gi-n-s-bairg Executive Director of'tewre oni~o A

hav h~n rmrhnil paed by the "One yea

Study of' the Ur~ l'lto n rb-an--Ameri-ea.,- ]*e-m It is

unnecessary for our purposes to repeat these findings again

in detail, since even a few of the facts of life in the

ghetto are enough to suggest the level of frustration-that

prevails there:

-- Unemployment rates~ for Negroes are double those

for whites. In the ghettoes in 1966 the unemployment rate

was 9.3 per cent overall and even higher for blacks. More-

over, in these urban poverty areas two and one-half times the

number unemployed were underemployed: part-time workers looking

for full-time jobs, full-time workers earning less than ?>3000

per year, or dropouts from the labor force. Among nonwhite

teenagers - a group well represented both in riots and in

radical black militant activities - the unemployment rate in

1967 in poverty neighborhoods was approximately 30 per cent.
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-- Blacks own and operate less than one per cent of

the nearly five million private businesses in the country -

typically small, marginal retail and services firms.

wef-d ak u fantoa total '1,00 I

lack-owned; seven automobile de ps out of 30,000; fc
ewrtan 8,0 onstruction contractors out of a total o-

I

1

500 0In Washington, D. C., blacks comprise two-thirds

of the population but own less than 7 per cent of the business.

Ninety-eight per cent of all black income is spent outside the

black cormnunity.

-- In the metropolitan northeast, Negro students start

school with slightly lower scores than whites on standards

achievement tests; by sixth grade they are 1.6 grades behind

the' white students, and by 12th grade, they are 3.3 grades
behind. Many Negroes -- between one-third and one-half

among male students -- fail to finish high school, the Negro
drop-out rate being more than three times the white rate.

-- In 1965 a black woman was four times as likely to die

in child birth as a white woman; the black child was three
times as likely to die in infancy as the white child. White

people on the average lived seven years longer than black

people.

VI
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-- In 1966 the national illegitimacy rate among

nonwhite women was 26-.3-pe ^ent-; in many large city

ghettoes it is over 50%: in Harlem 80% of the first-born

are illegitimate. In 1966 over 50% of the known narcotics

addicts were Negroes. Rates of juvenile delinquency,

violent crime, venereal sease, and dependency on public

assistance are igher in disadvantaged Negro areas
n

than in other parts of large cities.

In the face of undisputed evidence of the disadvantaged

condition of blacks in the urban ghettoes, some persons

tend to minimize the importance of deprivation as a cause

of riots and of radical black militancy. Two observations

are commonly offered in support of this point of view.

First, it is pointed out that Negroes have long suffered

from frustratingly inferior living conditions, yet they

have never before resorted to collective violence of the

magnitude that has occurred in the last five years.

Secondly, it is urged that while the lot of the Negro may be

an unsatisfactory one, nonetheless it has been continually

improving, particularly during the precise period when the

greatest violence has occurred. In support of this second

point, the following facts can be offered:
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-- The non-white unemployment rate in 1966 and 1967

was the lowest since the Korean War, and in 1968 the

black unemployment rate in poverty neighborhoods had

dramatically declined by more than 50% in comparison

with the 1966 figure.

-- The seven black-owned automobile dealerships

(out of a total of 30,000) are seven times as many as

there were two years ago. New black-owned banks are in

formation in seven cities, and one recent study showed

that in certain areas of Harlem, black business ownership

has risen to 58%. Between 1960 and 1967 there was a 47;

increase in the number of blacks in white-collar positions,

craftsmen and operatives -- the better jobs -- compared to

a 16% increase in the number of whites in such jobs.

-- The percentage of non-white persons enrolled in

school q-as higher in each age group t than it was

in 1960. -b-e-ed-e-aen-gp-betw-een n wit ea-nd

nhito yung man _nas to-y-e-a-r3 cf schoo-tl-o-- y-

-- The non-white maternity mortality rate in 1965

was 20% less than what it was in 1960 and less than one-

ninth of what it was in 194{0. The proportion of non-white

households situated in housing that either is dilapidated

or lacks basic plumbing has decreased sharply since 1960

Sf..
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in all areas, especially in Jarge cities. Although the

number of non-white families living; inl poverty areas in

large cities has been fairly constant between 1960 and

1966, of the totalfnumber of non-white families the

percentage living in such areas has declined sharply

since 1960.

One fatal difficulty, however, undermines most of

this seemingly plausible case against the proposition that

the disadvantaged condition of the Negro is a significant

cause of ghetto violence. That is the failure to pay' adequate

attention to the comparative economic condition of whites

and Negroes, and to make this comparison over a longer

period of time than the last few years. The lesson of

history is not that poverty as such causes violence, but

rather that frustrations arising out of poverty can cause

violence. There may often be poverty but no frustration:

the frustration is present only when the disadvantaged

person expects, or feels entitled to, better material circum-

stances than those he is living under. Increasingly, the

black man in America has come to expect living conditions

on a par with those of the white man and has come to believe

that he is entitled to such equality.
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These expectations that the economic gap between

black and white will be closed have stemmed in part from

the Negro's experience of economic progress, and the frus-

tration has occurred because in the late 1950's and the

early 1960's the gap between black and white stopped

narrowing and in some respects began to widen.

One basic measure of the gap between black and white

is median family income . Figure 1 plots median family

income (total, white, and Negrd'6'r0 the years 1950 and

1965. ExUa5minn~iof this Figure reveals that the dollar

gap between white and Negro family income has steadily

increased nearly every yea b -e 15 ad197
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Figure i

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME .-- Total, White & Negro

1
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Figure 2 expresses median Negro 
family income as

a percentage of median white family 
income. It indi-

cates no significant Negro progress 
in closing the gap

between the years 1950 and 1965 -- but it does show

a heartening upsurge between 1965 
and 1967.
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Figure 2
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In Figure 3 a further refinement of this analysis

is introduced. In that Figure the average family income

for the total population and for the non-white population

has been divided by the average years of. schooling for

each group, and the resulting figure for the non-white

population has then been expressed as a percentage of

the resulting figure for the total population. This

percentage can be considered an "index of non-white

economic satisfaction": if blacks and whites with the :
same amount of education were earning the same amount

of income, the index would be 100% and blacks would be

as satisfied economically as whites. Figure 3 shows
that this is not the case, that the progress toward

closing the gap between white and black stopped in the

early 1950's, and that the relative economic position

of the Negro worsened over the next ten years . Only
in the last few years has the gap begun to close again

and still the index of non-white economic satisfaction

is below its high point in the early 1950's.

for he otalpoplatin ad fo th nonvrhte ppultio



Figure 3
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The analysis in tse 
three Figures is confirmed

by otherin--aor 
iThs, for example, although 

the

nonhit unmplymet rte in 1966 
and 1967 has been

thelowst ine the Korean War, the ratio of non-white

to white deployment has 
remained roughly the same:

two to one. Although the school enrollment 
gap has

narrowed for kindergarteners 
andsxenad evte-

year-olds , it has widened 
for persons in their late

teens and early 20's, 
and propoyrtionately more 

whites

are going on to higher education. 
(obviously, if-

proportionately higher 
percentagesofnnwhttunt

do not continue on to college 
and graduate school, the

relative gains of Negroes in professional and skilled

-jobs of the past decade may soon level off.) In 1940 the

19 t hd rsento -~3. Between 
1950 and 1966 the

166ithdrsnt-

percentage of fatherless families 
among Negroes rose by

one-third while the percentage 
of fatherless families

among whites remained 
substantially constant 

.

What these facts all add 
up to i htatrapro

of black progress and rising 
expectations following the

Second World War, a slackening of progress occurred ands

by many indicators, the relative 
economic position of the

NegrO deteriorated over 
the next ten years. rmdfae L



expectations of progress, and an unsatisfactory condition

to start with, frustration arises. It was this frus-

tration which has been one important cause both of the

recent ghetto riots and of the rising violence of radical
black militancy.

II

.1 
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The contemporary d supion of the

many black people an energy, usually cn-at also finds violent,
tructive expression in radical black
militancy.

All men are born with drives and needs which conflict
with those of other human beings. In all societies,
parents' caretakers and authority figures of one kind or
another are charged with the responsibility of meeting the
child's basic needs n hlin the yong convert their
drive energy into daud'which will help them cope with
the demands of an adult society. This is the process' off
"socialization." Libidinal energy becomes the force for
human relatedness, and raw aggressive energy becomesth

stb of exploration, learning and work. Without satis-.
factory sociali zation, these energies may result in a--
variety of troublesome forms of personal behavior, including
self-destructive action and unwarranted conflict and violence

against people and. property.-

When, however, the young are adequately developed and
socialized and are able to cope as adults, they enjoy a
sense of adequacy and security. Being. able to cope and
as a result receiving the respect and acceptance of-
significant peers is the. primary way an individual meets
basic and man-made needs. When members of a society experience

I-I
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satisfactory patterns of socialization, a high level of
peace and stability can exist in families and the society
without the use of physical force to control individuals[

I.I

or groups .

As our discussion in the second secti-on of this
chapter suggests, the basic pattern of socialization

running through the black man's history in America has
been the destructive, unsatisfactory relationship of
dependency and i-eeit--y vis-a--vis the white man. In
slavery the master functioned as a father, ruler and god.
The condition of total power in the master and total
powerlessness in the slave, with the master providing and
regulating the slave's most basic needs, resulted in an
intense emotional bond between the black slave and the
white master. Over time the values of the white master
and of the slavery system were often internalized by the
slaves and transmitted from generation to generation under

-the continuing influence of the slavery system. The myth
of Negro inferiority and white supremacy was widely and
deeply ingrained into black man and .white man alike.

Under segregation and in the ghetto the same pattern

prevailed, although in a constantly weakening form. The
clear implication of segregation was still that whites were
superior and Negroes inferior, that the white man was thed e p l i n r iejn o b a k m n a d w i e m n a i e



father and the Negro, the "boy." But other social

forces were now unleashed: even under the segregation

system black dependency on white power was sharply

decreased in comparison with slavery, and in the teeming

racial ghettoes of the Northern cities the old relation-

ship of dependency became attenuated in the extreme.

.The~widening "crack"in the pattern of forced dependency

was the beginning of the development of a positive black

group identity. Many blacks, as preachers, teachers,L

physicians another professional service people, began

'I 1I

to develop skills which gave them a sense of adequacy and

the capacity to cope. In the South in particular, success-

ful business communities developed, Black youngsters were

able to identify with people like themselves in positions

of leadership and respect. Obviously the level of self-

respect was limited by the~ implications of a segregated

system, but nonetheless it was of tremendous value in

enhancing black self--esteem. More among the black masses

were better able to earn enough money to take care of their

families and as a result were able to~ develop a sense of

personal adequacy. Involvement in two world wars and

achievement in entertainment, athletics, and other areas, to-

gether with themyriad effects of migration to Northern cities,

began to change the black American's image of himself.

A positive sense of self began to replace the previous

negative self concept.

i
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Today's young adult blacks and teen-agers grew

up observing the heroics of' Jackie Robinson and

Jim Brown. They watch Sidney Poitier and listen to

) Aretha Franklin. They observe educated blacks achieve

success, and move.to positions of high responsibility.

They test themselves against white youngsters on the

gridiron, in the military service and in the classroom

and often find they can perform just as well When

this is not the case, it is often clear that limited

opportunity and not a lack of ability is the cause.

Many of the young black militant leaders of today

were part of the civil rights movement in its direct

action phase. Many watched Bull Connor bring out the

dogs to interfere with the peaceful protest of unjust

laws and practices. Many looked in vain for swift,

decisive action by the legislative, judiciary and. executive

branches of government to remove obstacles to first class

citizenship. Perhaps most troublesome, they watched white

pub -- ~~6fTcialg7idefying te lwsbe ectdto offices

of high trust and responsibility because they stoo~ for

the unjust exercise of power against blacks .

The reaction to this old -- but weakening -- pattern

of white resistance to black achievement would now be

different from what it was under slavery or in the South

I. ~I
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under segregation. Ghetto blacks are no longer largely

employed in Southern agriculture and consequently vulnerable

to economic reprisal for any self-interest activities --

political, economic or social. Black adequacy and corn-

petence is now built on more than white approval. A

significant number of black parents no longer teach their

children to accept white authority, right or wrong. On

the other hand, many whites, now economically more secure

and better educated, no longer need or approve of the

scapegoating of blacks. The white majority is increasingly

transcending the limits of the old racial myths of AMnerica.

In short, the tie that bound -- the old socialization pattern

of black social, economic and psychological dependence on

a dominating, often oppressive white community -- is now

breaking decisively for the first time in American history.

With the destruction of the old socialization pattern

and the breaking of the dependency bond have come expected

responses, some constructive, some. destructive. The painful

social process is, in some ways analogous to the difficult

period of adolescence in the individual when the achievement

of adult independence often seems to the youth to require

a destructive rejection, not merely a quiet putting away,

of childish things. Many militant blacks who are now

seeking a positive cultural identity and a new patte rn of
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black socialization also experience a "black rage" against

whites who seem to block this development by their

unwillingness to "get off the back" of the striving black

man. In the case of the black radicals, this rage is

expressed in aggressive violence against the newly-vulnerable

symbols of white authority such as the police.

The breaking of the dependency bond, acceptance of

blackness as a positive value, and a sense of outrage is

an energizing, explosive set of psychological developments

for the rising generation of militant blacks. The black

American often experiences intense and ambivalent feelings

as a result and is confronted with numerous questions and

conflicts. Should he attempt to become a part of the

mainstream of his society -- now changing but once so

abusive and rejecting -- or is he obliged to retaliate or

reject it? Does manhood require retaliation, rejection

or even violence? Can he trsa white America which has

never before demonstrated itself trustworthy with regard

to recognizing and protecting the human rights of black

Americans?

The shooting of a black man in connection with a

jay-walking traffic violation in Washington, D. C. recently

prompted a violent, retaliatory black community mnc

necesittin a mssie plic conronatin. I St Lois,

.~- ,Ir.



black churchmen made angry demands for an apology when a

white cashier referred to the group of men as "boys."

A black student was ordered off the lawn at his predominantlyK

white college campus by a white policeman. To be a man --

a black man -- he had to hit the policeman, a symbol of

oppression. But it was a "minor incident" and to avoid

difficulty he had to hold back. In fury, rage and confusion

he smashed his arm through a plate glass window a few minutes

later. Any expression of white superiority or excessive

control now evokes a strong reaction from many blacks.

New ground rules for black and white interaction are being

established, and militant blacks are highly sensitive to

violations or insults to black dignity.

The new feeling among blacks sometimes results in a

loss of self-control after "trigger incidents" (reflecting;

the old pattern of white superiority and black helplessness)

with attendant burning of property and other acts of

violence. With a temporary breakdown in personal control,

\lcs loot and plunder the "symbolic enemy." This reaction

is not one that ir found only among a small "riff-raff"

who are sometimes thought to be responsible for urban

riots. n udsy of pn o hitpns in toW-atyt or o i '

aont the riot had a "broad base" port and was

Characterized b f.despread community involvement.

los o participants in te ts ri ere predominantly

__________________________________
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e better-educated, economic antaged, and long-t'me

r sidents f- -om---, , n-e-reent

- o participation

in the 1967 riots w ' h' --wn- + - - -'- '

mi. ion tS volume of Sun?.mts sr on

that (1) a substantial minority, ranging from 10 
to 20

percent, participated in the riots, (2) one-half to three-

quarters of the arrestees were employed in semi-skilled

or skilled occupations, three-fourths were employed, 
and

three-tenths to six-tenths were born outside the South, and

(3) individuals between the ages of 15 and 34 and especially

those between the ages of 15 and 214 are most likely to

participate in riots. ' i!-1i e major y expresse -.s-

appro of the violence and destructi , writes Cohen in the

os Angeles riot study, "it often coupled with an

xpression of emp with those who participated, or se se

o pride t the 1Negro has brow r toi-on--

. is roble
ik
I.I
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*Sears and M cConahan, Los Angeles Riot Study: Riot

Participation; Cohen, Los Angeles Riot ry

and Implications for Po-.i-----Tst itute of Government and

~p~~~niversity of California, Los Angeles, 1967.



In the one-to-one black and white relationship where

mutual respect exists and where interaction occurs 
on a

personal rather than symbolic level, constructive inter-

action between the races is less difficult, perhaps more

so than ever before. It is in his abstract role as the

symbolic enemy that the white man is anathema to some

radical black militants. Disturbingly, this symbolic

perception of whites has filtered down to youngsters,

sometimes as young as three or four years of age. Just

as young members of the Klan and other children of 
the

"rhite ghetto" are taught that it is permissible to.

abuse blacks, some young blacks are now being taught that

it is permissible to abuse whites. The conflict between

personal and symbolic perceptions by blacks of whites is

vividly illustrated in an incident that took place in 
a

Washington, D. C. racial disturbance: a group of black

youngsters escorted their white teacher out of the danger

area but hurried back to throw stones at the passing cars

of "white honkies."

The energy released by America's rejection of the old

racial pattern and the development of a positive group

*Se-e-C apter of this Report.
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concept among blacks is profound. If channeled, it can

be a powerful force for black community development,

pride and constructive change within the present social

system. But if it is to be channeled and if new, healthy

patterns of socialization among blacks are to replace the

old pattern of white superiority and black

.then it must be clear to blacks that support of the

pesent syste-m and rticipati o in it is in the interest

of justice for the black masses.

Constructive attitudinal and economic changes have

been made. In many places, members of the white majority

have shown an unprecedented interest in facilitating

black entrance into the mainstream of American life.

The interaction is establishing new and more healthy

ground rules for black and white relations. But often

the complex factors related to emergence from a dependent,

despised position to full participation in the society

are often neither well understood nor subject to control

in the short-run. Thus the black man's passage to full

dignity and well-being in America has been, and will continue

to be, marred by violence and destruction as well as by

constructive action and positive social change.
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4I. Prevention of' Radical Black {M41l2'ta cy ,-

ryt igl e of efdiodsf rom our study of the nature

and causes of radical black militancy we have our

- - dealing with

this problem.

First: because radical black militancy is a highly

complex phenomenon, with many different causes, no-

one-dimensional solution is possible -- whether it be a

program of law enforcement or a program of ocial reform.

Our analysis of radical black militancy has been an

effort both to see this phenomenon in the perspective of

the larger militant movement and to uncover the different kinds

of factors which have operated to produce a commitment to

illegal violence on the part of a small but significant element

in the black community. We have seen that the radicals'

.destructive notions of "self-defense" often interwoven

with constructive ideas in the areas of politics and culture.

We have seen that in the rise of radical black militancy

there has been a contemporary leadership factor -- the new

black radical leader who have emerged following the failure4t

q# the civi r. ghts movement in the mid-1960's; there. has been

an ideological factor -- the spread of a revolutionary
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"anti-coJonial" perspective; there has 
been an economic

factor -- the frustration bred by living conditions 
in

the racial ghettoes; there has been 
a psychological factor --

the violent emotions unleashed as blacks break 
out of their

dependent position. Moreover, underlying all these .-e- s

has been the historic institutional 
legacy of white supremacy

and black i-f-e-i94-ri-y which has decisively shaped the Negro

experience in America, including the 
recent emergence of a

virulent radical black militancy.

In the face of complexities of this magnitude, 
it is

impossible to believe that any one-dimensional 
package of

solutions can effectively meet the problem 
of black radical

violence. Improved law enforcement can undoubtedly deter

and apprehend some radicals who engage in 
illegal violence --

but the policeman and the judge have 
little power to check

the spread of an ideology, to improve 
economic conditions

or to alleviate psychological pressures. 
Accelerated social

reforms in employment, education and housing 
can undoubtedly

improve living conditions and open the 
doors of opportunity and

constructive citizenship for increasing numbers of blacks who

might otherwise be tempted to violence -- but incendiary

leaders, violent ideologies and lt1ack ,gnc ve dis-

nmayingly unresponsive to b z1xan
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Second: because radical black militancy s, like

urban rioting, a phenomenon deeply rooted in a~- e during

~ ~ ~ ~' legacy of whitespr macy

and Negroi-fi -

National action on an unprecedented scale 
-- eq1

o the dii sion of the problems" -- thes re the phras s

IiI

improvement of the sooia con 'ions underlying the urb n

riots. As we ha- said in this chapte , he same condi. ions I

coord'inglys wer1gt this language _of--the--Ke-ner-Rep-

- n.

Our study of radical blac miitancy hascnied okj

us tha o~ unprecdntdntional actionkeses

- remissionn in the cancerous growt of

black violence. Today's violent r-~- ubrssar h

outgrowth of fundamental attitudes, 
customs and institutions

-- both white and black -- that have worked their vway into

I

1

our society for centuries. Today we reap what we have sown.

~ et n or wi u -

or the future, nor goodwill and pres. - r' s for today '

~ 1 liely say us frc; itclrab~ vels of . racial conflic o.
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Third: because radical black militancy is an ideo-

logical force in tbe Negro community efforts to control~

the violence of black radicals must a-14+a-ys involve attention

to the effect of such efforts on the legitimacy of the

existing social order.

The radical black militant who attacks a policeman

or bombs a school is not simply a common criminal. He is

indeed a criminal, but he is different from the burglar,

the robber or the rapist . He is acting out of a profound

alienation from society. He believes that the existing

social and political order in America is not legitimate

and that black people in America are being held in "colonial

bondage" by "an organized imperialist force." Thus he is

able to interpret his act of violence not as a crime but

as a revolutionary (or "pre-revolutionary") act . As an

isolated occurrence, this distorted interpretation would not

be- siniicn --btteinepeaio-sssaie-ya

N1

, r--

be sinfian -ecut thca interpretation is stained- by a
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articulated ideology that is today competing with traditional

American values for the minds and hearts of the rising

generation of black ghetto residents.

Whenever the police illegally harrass a radical black

militant leader, whenever the courts fail to accord such a

person equal justice under law, whenever political leaders

advocate indiscriminate suppression of all 'm-14-1-i-tat discontent,

then the anti-colonial ideology gains new adherents: new

proof appears to have been given that the social order in

the United States is inherently and unalterably oppressive

of the black race . i--ar-1-y

p rohba, when leaders of undoubted goodwill and decency

vacillate in the condemnation and control of unlawful violence

they seem to admit that -th. social order i7unworthy of- -

pr servation:, To deal effectively with the developing

ideol gy of radical black militancy, we shall have to have

1 aders, skilled in the practice of statecraft, who will 9J'C q ____

strengthen, and not impair, the legitimacy of the insti-

tutions for whose preservation and improvement they are

responsible.

Fourth: because radical black militancy is but one

highly visible aspect of our total racial problem, uncommon

courage and compassion will be required of the American

people if the necessary steos toward solution are to be

taken.

F>,



America's racial problem, ofwhch raialback

militancy is but one highly visible aspect, is grave and.

deep. gr-a-v-adhow deep the Kerner Comm' n-Rte'po

results. It may bc, however, that today we as a nation

understand for the first time the full, terrible dimensions

of-newr i problem Perhaps we realize that its solution
will require far more of us than merely to recover old

values or to improve on old techniques. Perhaps we now see

that racial peace and justice will require us ~n fact to transcend
our whole~ history -- to creat6ewe institutions, new customs,

new attitudes, in which the old system of white supremacy

and black ilnolonger have any place.

Uncommon courage and compassion will be required from all

our people if this challengeistbem.

A nation does not easily find its way out of a polmo

this magnitude: we shall have to have .the courage and the com-

passion to try and fail and try again, to sec it through, to

hold together, until we finally become, for the first time,

one society, black and white, together and, equal.
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(Milton S. Eisenhower's Notes)

From our studies of violence and attitudes which
indicate, at best, a growing alienation from established
norms to, at worst, open warfare on the streets and

campuses, and in the ghettoes, we must solemnly declare

that we have become more fearful of' internal threats to
our free society than we are of any probable combinations
of external ones.

We recognize that the creation of a society in which

neither color nor religion nor national origin is relevant
and in which discrimination has been completely eliminated
will cost a great deal and will take time.

We recognize, too, that public funds cannot be trans-

ferred from sterile defense purposes to more productive
ones until the war in Vietnam is ended, a condition which
most Americans devoutly desire .

But in the meantime, Federal revenues will increase

about twelve billion dollars a year at existing tax and

price levels and these funds should become available for

improved education and training, employment opportunities,
rebuilding of our cities, better police, judicial and
correctional procedures.

If it be true , as we are informed, that built-in
escalation in costs of current programs will require the

appropriation of the contemplated increases in Federal
revenues, then we urgently recommend that priorities be
reconsidered in, order to finance those changes that will

assure justice and equality to all our people. .

Futewhen the war in Vietnam is concluded, we urge

that military expenditures be reduced accordingly, and that
these savings, too, be allocated to the construction of a
more just society.

9 j
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(Mrs. Harris' Notes)

The perceptions of the black community of the essential
atti ude~ of the white community toward black aspirations
are by a wide range of experiences, direct and vicarious.
From the direct experience of being called nigger to the sight
of Governor Wallace standing in the University door, blacks
today are still bombarded with evidence that race is a factor
inhibiting their progress.

Even successful change, such as the remarkable increase
in southern officeholders, seen by whites as progress is seen
by Negroes as too small in light of their percentage of the

1. The movement to insure and secure the integration of
black citizens into all aspects of American life should be con-
tinued and intensified.

2. The historic commitment of the United States to democratic
local decision making is consistent with demands of local black
communities for control of decision making, and is a means for
achieving change without violence.

The principle of community self-determination is not
inconsistent with the goal of integration and free choice for
individuals so long as there is an open society which does not
exclude members of any civil group from any communities, and so
long as there is general economic health which makes community -

change possible.
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L.EON JAWoRSKI

/ BANK OF THE SouTHwesT BLOG
HOUSTON 2

/

March 10, 1969 .

~7X-T
Re: Drafts on "Radical Black Militancy"

and "White Extremism and White
Militancy"

Dear Lloyd:

The one most important basic change Istrongly recommend in the two above captioned
drafts relates to a restructuring and restatement
of the Commission's unalterable stand on acts of
violence that flow from such mi ,ancies. In my 'view, this stand of the Commission is neither to
be buried in the body of a chapter nor is it to
be watered down. It is not to be stated in an
apologetic manner or clouded by excuses. On the
contrary, it is to be boldly stated and firmly
put without the slightest appearance of pussy-
footing. Any implied justifications of violence
or conduct productive of violence will be as fatal
to our report as were these intimations in the
Kerner Report.

You heard Congressman McCulloch's states-
manlike comment. Although a member of the Kerner
Commission, he forthrightly recognizes the mistake
inherent in this report. I have heard it said time
and again by men in high places and in lesser places
that the persuasiveness of this great work was lost
on a large segment of the public because of the
very failure, implication and omission to which I
allude.

I would suggest that at a prominent place
at the beginning of the report (it is worthy of a
"box") and again in this chapter, we state in plain
and unmistakable terms that we condemn unequivocally
all forms of violence of contemporary radical
militancy (to use the words appearing on page 19
of the draft), whether white or black; similarly
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that we condemn all radical militancy productive
of violent conduct.

-~ It will do little good to say this if

we, in subsequent portions of the text, "water
.1 it down" by statements that impliedly excuse

such conduct or offer some germ of justifica-
tion for it. The point we should always preserve
is that such conduct is unlawful and that unless
we say this "loud and clear", we may well do more
harm than-good, especially with those individuals

and groups we hope to persuade to the adoption of
better attitudes and the acceptance of better
practices.

Although you have heard my views stated
before, I must record that I feel equally as
strong on acts. of civil disobedience resulting
in the spawning of violent conduct. There is no
middle ground on matters so vital to the preserva-
tion of the rule of law.

I need not explain to you -- because you
know my views , but others may read this who do not
-- that I am as ashamed of our nation's failures
to which we allude in other portions of the drafts

of our report and which other reports have cited,
but I am confident that my fellow Commissioners
will agree that under our democracy violence and
other forms of lawlessness can never be accepted
as the remedy.

You are familiar with other observations
I made in our session on Saturday relating to the

repeated condemning of the entire South in toto
(pages 11, 34 and other pages and you indicated
at the meeting that there would be no problem in
restating these comments.

I want to join our Chairman in urging
the avoidance of so many quotations from the
Kerner Commission, Crime Commission and other
reports. To be sure, we can allude to some of

their findings , but I urge that we be creative

and original. To illustrate I-idtescn
recommendation appearing on Page 76 of the Blc
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Militancy draft, lifted from the Kerner Report,
undesirable. If we are not careful, our Report
will be described as largely a rehashing of the
Crime Commission and Kerner Commission Reports.

You will recall I also mentioned the
danger of citing quotes from Carmichael and

T Brown without adding our strong condemnation of
such attitudes. Also, I pointed to the danger
of using other quotes without making it clear
that these are merely references and not findings
of the Commission. The draft reads very well,
but to me it is more like a Saturday Evening Post
article than a Commission report. In the latter,
as you well know, extreme care must be exercised
to identify the pronouncements of the Commission
as distinguished from the preachments of those
who engage in violence and unlawful conduct.

Below I make a few additional observa-
tions:

The draft contains generalizations and
implications of the existence of general condi-
tions throughout the country that need explana-
tion. To illustrate, the situation you cite as
existent in Chicago (page 8 of the Black
Militancy draft) would not be a fair statement
as to Houston, Texas where dissimilar conditions
obtain. In Houston, as well as in other parts
of the country, there are available only a few
-- relatively few -- qualified Negroes to fill
of ficial positions. Men of the caliber of
Judge Leon Higginbotham of Philadelphia or
Judge James Parsons of Chicago and women of
the intellect of Ambassador Harris ever so
rarely appear on the scene. I readily admit
that this is due largely to the lateness of
educational opportunities afforded Negroes in
some of our higher educational institutions,
but whatever be the reason, there exists a dearth
of qualified Neg~roes for these offices at the
present time. d'he situation should be vastly
improved in time.) I think this needs to be pointed
out.

I think we are vulnerable in some of
the sweeping statements made on page 1 of White
Militancy and Extremism. Neither has the Indian,

- m
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the Mexican, the Puerto Rican nor the Chinaman
become assimilated "into the society". There
are many Mexican communities in the southern
and western part of our state, for example, and
in many localities these people have suffered
discriminations as serious as those experienced
by the Black Americans.

On page 18 of the White Extremism and
White Militancy draft, I believe that the last
sentence in the first paragraph needs some re-
composition, lest it be understood that implied
approval is being given to "civil disobedience --
and perhaps even violence". In the first sentence
of the following paragraph, there may well have
been some exceptions. The sentence leaves the
impression that there had been no effort made to
prosecute, and I am afraid that this is too broad
a statement.

I believe that further research will
disclose that in the 1920 to 1930 decade, there
was substantial Ku Klux Klan activity in the
North as well as in the South. It so happened
that while in my teens I lived at a locality of
some 60,000 inhabitants where every single office
holder was a Klansman. So overwhelming pro-
Klan was the populous that all running on the
Klan ticket were elected by a two to one majority.
I had firsthand knowledge of their shameful misdeeds,
their intimidations and their violent acts, some of
which were horrendous. I well recall, however, that
while on a visit to Gettysburg on my twentieth birth-
day, I saw a tremendous assembly of Klansmen in
Pennsylvania -- on parade.

I should also like to comment upon the
draft on "Anti-War Protest and Violence". I
assume from the title that the discussion was to
relate to violence that has emanated from protests
against the Vietnam War. The draft, however, be-
gins to discuss the Chicago situation where, I
think, we begin to embark on dangerous ground.
Personally, I am not willing to refer to the
Chicago Report by leaving implications of agree-
ment with the summary. I think that parts of
the Chicago Report are couched in misleading
terms and we should be forthright enough either to

- -
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say so, or at least to make it clear that we
are not placing a stamp of approval on the
deductions drawn by the author. I am fully
and wholeheartedly in accord with all comments
that point to the illegality and danger of the
use of excessive force by the police and how
violence can result from such improper conduct.
Perhaps in the Saturday afternoon discussion,
which unfortunately I had to miss, you reached.
some appropriate accord on the treatment of this
chapter.

Frankly, there is much in the Anti-
War Protest chapter that I believe should better
be left unsaid. If there is to be a chapter
going into the detail the present draft has done,
it should be made clear on page 8 of'the draft
that the Vietnam War was inherited by Lyndon
Johnson. As it now reads , one might easily
conclude that after having been elected as the
"peace candidate", he involved this country in
the Vietnam War. In addition, I am not at all
certain that it is historically correct to say
that "Americans felt they had elected the peace
candidate in Lyndon Johnson".

It was good to see you again, and I
look forward to our next meeting. In the mean-
time, I send my best regards.

Sincerely yours,

Lloyd N. Cutler, Esquire
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering
900 - 17th Street, N.W.

WD

.^ , 
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Washington D.C.200
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~NTONAL COMMISSION ON THE CAUSES AND~ PRVETONOFVOLN

726 JACKSON PL,, N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2050G5

DR._

MILTO S. ISENOWERLLOYD N. CUTLER
DR ITNS IEHWREXECUTIVE DIRECTOR L

CON RMAN HAEBOSTHOMAS . BARR

ACHRSSMATNE B. O OGS 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

-SNATAOR ATILI A HAC K February 28, 1969 JAMES F. SHORT. JR.

SUDENA. PHLON A H ARNSTH. 
MARVIN E. WOLFGANG

JUDGE HOPLENHGIBTA 
CO.DIRECTORS OF RESEARCH

SENATE ROMNHRUSKA . JMSEE 1 E

ALBERT E. JENNER. JR.GERA 
CONL

CONGRESSMAN WILLIAM M. MECULLOCHWLLAG.MDN 
D

DR. W. WALTER MENNINGER 
-ILA .MDNL

MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMISSIlONERS

i

We have sen-t to you under separate cover the latest

draft of the Report of the Task Force on Violent Aspects

of Protest and Confrontation. It will be discussed,

along with the Report of the Task Force on Individual

Acts of Violence, at the Commission meetings on

March {, 8 and 9.

The Report contains an excellent analysis of how

the anti-war, student and black militant protest move-

ments have developed and of how these groups look at

the social institutions they are challenging. It also

contains a provocative analysis of "white militancy"
1

and of police attitudes toward protesting groups --

-'subjects also covered from other viewpoints in the Task

Force Report on Assassinations and the expected Report 
on

Law and Law Enforcement, respectively.

J tF lll. C*~iS tl CF * I - *A~t S *1ND P*E NTtI1OFVCI.II
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In forwarding the report, however, I wish to record

my disagreement with the recommendation made to the

Commission in Professor Skolnick's concluding chapter.

The central thesis of this chapter appears to be that

the only effective response to violent protest is the

speedy adoption of social reforms, presumably those

reforms the protesters advocate, and that to accompany

these reforms with measures of improved social control

to prevent or punish the violent aspects of the protest

is undesirable and self-defeating.

With all respect to Professor Skolnick and the force

of his arguments, his thesis in my view ignores the

evidence that violent protest has been employed as a

tactic not only by those seeking "good" social reforms,

but also by the Nazis, the Communists and other totalitarian

groups seeking reforms that would destroy basic values of

our society. It ignores the danger that a tolerant attitude

toward violent conduct aimed at achieving "good" social

reforms may encourage violent conduct aimed at achieving

"bad" social reforms, or at preventing the "good" reforms

from taking place. In the present context, for example,

black militants and white militants may engage in violent

protest to achieve precisely opposite goals.
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Accordingly, despite the risks Professor Skolnick

mentions, I would urge the Commission to recommend the K
response to violent forms of protest that combines more

effective control over the violent conduct with the

adoption of those social reforms that the majority can

II

be persuaded to accept as necessary to assure the fairness

and justice of the social order for all. I have discussed

these views with Professor Skolnick and he is now con-

sidering possible revisions.

Attached to this memorandum is a draft statement on

I

black militancy for consideration as a section of the

Commission Report. By the end of the week, we hope to

circulate a draft statement on white militancy and, at some

point in advance .of the next meeting, on antiwar protest.

Draft Commission statements on student protest , the police,-

and the courts will be deferred until a later date in order

to reflect the results of the San Francisco State study,

the scheduled conference with university presidents, and

the work of the Task Forces on Law and Law Enforcement

and Individual Acts of Violence.

Lloyd, N. Cutler

Attachment
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Some observers feel that rnost of' the anti-war

protest will1 end when the war itself ends. They rightly

pojnt out that opposition to wars is riot mew in the

41 I~~Unl ted Stat es , and that every war, inc ludin~g the

American Revolution., has aroused the ire of some groups.

This is a comforting theory, but we are not so

optimi sti c. No other war in our history has caused such

bitter and widespread protest as the war in Vietnam. The

opposition to it is unique both in character and intensity,

and the war itself' is uniaiue in nany important ways . It

did not burst upon us like World War II and the Korean

War. It.1 did not galvanize patriotism as World War II did,

nor have the sanction of the United Nations that the

Korean War had . Th~e American peopl e had time to think

about the Vietnam war before the United States became

involved in it and durngmc the early stages of only token

part icipation. Like the Korean War, the war in Vietnam

is a "controlled" war, fought i n the constraining context

of the nuclear age whom neither victory nor defeat on the

bat tlefield may be p)ossibleO. Unl ike the Korean War,

however, the Vietnam War is act being fought in the

perpinous first phase of the Cold War; the

- rcat "con)spi,~racy of' Interna tional Communism" is not oui te

s- cre~djble as it as in th'eearly 1950~ s, the United

States poli cy readily

of "cnaimn isntacetd
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and the ch:i ll:iwn fears of post-World War II are not

nearly as conclling. Consequently, Anericans have

heard respected leaders from all segments of society

question the rationale for America's involvement in

Vietnam and the moral, l.cga:L, arnd strategic implications

there n. Moreover , for the first time in our history,

we Americans have had the opportunity to watch the war

beingt fought--nigh---af4rter- nigc'ht on our own television

screens in our own living rooms.

These and other. factors have convinced us that

the Vietnam War protest has special sfignificance for

the future Perhaps the most important conclusion of

our study of the current anti--war movement is not that

it i.s so much an except on to the past, but that i.t may

well be a harbinger of things to cone. The continuation

of the Cold War and the revolutionary movement in

developin; nations ray well result in future wars very

much like Vietnam. If so, and if the foreign policy of

the Uni ted States di states American involvement i.n these 

future conflicts, the anti-war movement of recent years

is likely to recur.

The dilemma for our Democracy now and surely for

the future i.s as old as the Republic itself: What does

a free society do w;hen the rights of individuals to

d is ert confl. ict with the du ty cf the ."vernmen1t to

maintain order? This was the ouesti on impl.i cit in the
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ti tle of th e repor t submitted to) this Commission on the

anti -war riots in Chi cagro last summer--Rights in Conflict.

unanswered . And the way we as a nation answer it will

determine in some measure how turbulent and how violent

that future will be . Q\J c.mi.se A

number of factors have contributed to
-6 ati-wr set~tmntbut the primary cause

has bTen~nc theAiseam/r itself as it has -

cy escalated so has the anti-war r. vement.

c The first significant dissent to the Vietnam War

' f

occurred in the Spring; of 1965, when the first non-

retaliatory" air strikes against North Vietnam began ancW. i

the first combat troops were landed in South Vietnam.

uring; the period of 1965 to 196 popular suonort for thie

war declined steal ily and significantly . In August, 1965,

a Gallup poll asked Americans "In view of the develop-

ments since we entered the fighting in Vietnam, do you

think the United States made a mistake sending troops to

fi ght in Vietnam?" Sixty-one per cent of the respondents

said no; 24I per cent said yes. This was the peak of .

support for U. S.. policies . In early October, 1968, the[

same cuestit on was asked and 54] per cent replied that U. S. /

involvement was a mistake ; 37 per cent said no . In

-
i

December, 1967 ai :iun found that 52 nor cent of Americans .

describedpol t abmel \:; Amrcas "7:n whi + of the ce op 'I'-~i

is

figh :in V~~etam?"S9.tityonepe~ cet o ther. srioden. .
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of themselves as "Doves." Ten months later, in October

1.968, the "Hawks" numbered only I44 per cent, and the

"Doves" had increased. to 42 per cent. " (See Figure 1.)

The anti--war movement grew as the anti--war

sentiment of the larc ger society grew. As Figure 2 shows,

the size of anti-war demonstrations parallels the popular

opposition to the war. The strength of the movement

appears to be causally related to widespread American

sentiment s and attitudes toward the war.

Although every war in American history has had

its opponents, the widespread and diverse antipathy

toward the Vietnam War is unusual. A number of factors

account for this:

* The American people have had to cope with some

of the risks and anxieties of wa.r without the aid of a

"wartime emergency" mentality. The United. States'

involvement in Vietnam was gradual and Americans had time

to contemplate events as they unfolded. moreover, two

decades of crises in the Cold War have somewhat blunted

the fearful tensions that characterized the era immediately

" Since more people be lieve the U. S. involvement in the
war to have been a mi take than regard themselves as doves,
it is obvious that some "hiawiks" have lent at least temsoorear
suwoort to the anti -war med1 ority . These "hawkish " peole
seed:1 to be ore onsed to the UnitedI States' conCiuct of
the wa rather thi tiea itself, It would ser.i thati the:
concern is for hette' reltsi, and hey might supTort an
intensification of present policies to achieve them.
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PI:GUPE

Gallup Poll Answers to thn Question,-
"In View of the Dewelopments Since We
Entered the Fighting in Vietnam, Do
You Think the U.S. Made a istake Sen-
ding Troops to Fight in Vietnam?"

August '65
March '66
May '66
September '66
November '66
February '67
May '67
July '67
October '67
December '67
February '68 (early)
March '68
April '68
August '68
October '63 (early)

Yes

24
25
36
35
31
32
37
hl
!46
45
46
49
48
53
514

No Opinion

15
16
15
17
18
16
13

Gallup Poll Answers to the Question, "How Would

You Describe Yourself, As a 'Hawk' or a 'Dove'?"

December '67
January '68
February '68 (early)
February '68 (late)
March '68
April '68
October '68 (earlr)

Hawk Dove o Opinic

52 35 13
56 28 16
61 23 16
58 26 16
41 }42 17
!1 41 18
l44 42 14
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FIGURE 2.

SIZE OF ANTI-WAR DEMONSTRATIONS AND PERCENTAGE OF

ANTI-WAR SENbTIMENT

1-----] V _ -T T- I I

- O Percent Disapproval

C Numbers Demonstrating

AY'

0-II

I I

S F W S F W S F W S

Source of Data: Per Cent Disapprovals,
Participants in Anti-war demons trations
persons NEW YORK TIMES INDEX and FACTS

Gallup Polls; Numbers of
involving 1,000 or more
ON FILE.

S = Spring
F =Fall

W"= Winter
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afte World War II. The wiarming of relations between

77 the Unitied States and Russia and the wor-sening of

relations between Russia and Commuist' China have made

the Col d War policy of "containment" and the "domino

theory" of defense less compelling.

In 1964i, Americans felt they had elected the

'peace candidate" in Lyndon Johnson; Senator Goldwater,

portrayed as a "Hawk", had been overwhelmingly defeated.

The fact that the American involvement in Vietnam

expanded substantially during President Johnson's

administ ration undoubtedly led to disillusionment and

contributed to anti-war sentiment.

IlMany prominent public officials and private

ci tizeins have criticized United States policies and the

escalation of the. Vietnam War. Senate "Doves"! and

occasionally Senate 'Hawks" openly have expressed

criticism. Former members of Pros ident Kennedy' s

administration left government service and have become

opponents of the war. Influential war correspondents and

col umnists have mounted a sustained attack on America' s

war policies. Prominent foreigners and leaders of other

nations have joined in the criticism, as have scholars

clergymen, and disillusioned war veterans . Television

hasc broup:ht the d issen into Amriica's homes and set it

a~'r.: ns ~. our: b n round f cost . mbateic
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; - - ar critics have challenged both the legality

of Amer'i.can intervention and the government 's interpreta-

tion of the conduct of the war. Opponents of the war

have clairred American involvement is unconstitutional

since onl.y Con;ress has the power to declare war--and

no such declaration has been made. They have accused

the government of distorting thre provisions of the l954l

Geneva Accords. Th}jey have questioned official pronounce-

ments on the development of the war and have charged

that a credibilityy gap" exists'. 'h- mr-s. c r-reme'V.

critics have declared that American intervention is

counter-revoltutionary, desi gned to perpetuate the power

of a ruling; elite over the South Vietnamese people.

E efforts of' overnmerit spokesmen to refute these charges

have had no effect on war critics. Of more practical

i importance than the truth or falsity of the charges was

the fact that many people came to believe them.

" Of all the causes of anti-war sentiment , none

has been more important than the course of the war

itself. Presumably, a brief and successful assault

against the enemy in V\ietnan would not have aroused

susta ined criti cismn in this country . There is nothing

in the previous history of American involvement to

su ges'. t .thr wi e The,. I"thc° rr,- ar,':21 : ' hlo.e er ha d: 'd



,IoI seemingly withoutt measurable progress toward victory.

TIe 'enowndL mig Sht of th1e Amer'ican mi tary mache seemed

to make l itt. e hearway against the smaller enemy . rie

war escalated step--by--step with increased bomhing, bloody

battles, and mounting enemy casual ties, but predictions

of success went unful filled .

In May, 1967 the Senate Republican Policy Committee

issued a 91-pap;e Republican Blue Book on The War in Vietnam.

Thllie Blue Book was highly critical of United States policies;

it agreed with many of the criticisms already expressed,

and it smelled out the costs of the war--the actual money

costs, such as $300,000 for each dead enemy soldiers. T'he

'Tet Offensive of earl: y 1968 shocked military and govern-

ment officials and the American publi c . It lent irnoetus

to the anti-war movement arid Inomoted a somber reassess--

mont of the United States position in Vietnam. On March

31., 1968, President Johnson announced to the natiori his

revision of the American bombing policy and his decisi on

not to run for reelection. This and the beginning of

negotiations in Paris ouieted much of the anti-war protest.

Figure 3 shows the correlation of anti-war sentiment wi thm

events in the war.
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FlcURE 3.

Gallup Poll's Correlation Between
Hawk/Dove Sentiment and Key ti litary
Events

Percent of Self-Designated Hawks, Doves

The proportion of self-designated hawks
increased. inmediately after the Tet
offensive in late January, but decreased
soewrhat in late February. A tremendous
drop in the number of hawks was recorded
in early March.
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The anti_-war movement today has been
esseitia lly disorganizede, a loose
allianceof many groups_ _some old and
sCime__new , that general. ly act in concert
despite their difference.

Miorc than 150 organizations can be classified as

anti-Vietnam protest groups. Though they share broad

continuities and some common tendencies, these groups are

essentially independent. The movement, therefore, has

tended to drift with events rather than try to follow a

fixed timetable. It has placed more reliance on develop-

ing a consensus of anti-war feeling than on the adoption

of a "correct" Uolitica:l line. There have been quarrels

and tensions, but they have been minor in light of the vast

differences that would appear within the movement if it

ever had to set forth a positive plan for the good society.

The most effective groups in marshalling mass pro-

test, such as the National Mobi:lization Committee to End

the Iar in Vietnam and the Students for a Democratic

Society, have extremely fluid membership and virtually no

national control over their membership's behavior. In

fact, the former committee has no real membership at a11,

and is simply a coalition of "leaders" from various small-

er groups who disagree with one another on a number of

fundamental points but are willing to appear in the same

Cencra,,:t' on. e F:Lfth Avenue Peace Parade Com:mit te

expresS by its ve.ry name ihe subordination of ideoJ.cy -
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to' coa].:i. i:7.on f;act:ics . i'o say that the ru:Ln of orgaziizaA" i !'

T;. 
:

tion ]_ lcacier sii:iu :Ln the ant3."-t"Fax nov rn 'n% is r stx9:icted

to apple .. n ; for:- l :c ln t ts, hcld:in( precis co?.iferences, az i-

novlic:i.zr£; the t ivrc 8.rid place oi' dernonst.r t'cJons, and mail-,
i

ing fund appeal.;} and propaganda :is on]_y v. slight cxa.gger-- i)

' i

anon. '

To 2r"x'an e a de" ,!cnistr atlon, a caul°di.Iiatin comm:i.l.:tee i

i
trou].d .rti rutc. a long; list of na'cional and local groups .

1
]: ; t"zou].d x ccr'ui'r. aciuli: pac.' i'ist groups: G lo iun Striltc fox° ,

1:'e ice, S. .N1 , l 1ar Rc;,istc2''s Icagu"e, Corirmit.LOC for Pdon--

V:iolerrt Ac'cier ., a.rid I 'e1lor:slr3_p f'ur Reconc:l.]_iation. )''or i_

stucicnt supl or t, if: loou]_d call cn Stuclerits fur a D4nio-

,

cratic Soc::ioi: >, Si.tzd4rit Pc _cc Uil:lOi1, alyd the S'clldeIlt i

1 lUl :i._I.:ir, 1'i;:iU11 GUtt1',71:1.1;'i.i'U. '1'h?'i;4 Gi:Gl xTl. ;i'OU1 5 t lUilld be

sutrnzuncc: VeLor ?ns fo " Yc:zee, Vietn>>ri Veterans to 1?,nd

i;hi 1". ?x " n Z :te nGm, Grid Ve c..rar; .nd Rc.scr v:ists to End

the 1",ar in V _etzia.rr (tiie .ta.st c:i S'F}i LCh is t;he I; ost rnali-_ i
I

tc:CYlt , i . G . the 1tIOSt j'J:i.7.1:L1? 'i.U taliC d:l.x'GCt ._c. =tJU'ti, r:SiSl: 11 i. I
i;

a.rr4st, and tul:"n :l.ri m:. da]_s rind m:i.].itary liapers.) Antic. '

,;

Ci.I c1f i: or° ;aniza.t3cris rFOUId 3.ncl.ude the RcsisLal:co (r zhotie ';
- ;

zno.?ber"s bt ;:'n dz'ar 't c :.x°c s, rt:i'use the cl?°aft, and denouneo

~.
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~mocratic Clubs had participated in the New York move=

,ment, helping the reby to bring the war issue into the

Straditional political arena. Other political organiza~-

4 tions contacted for maass support are _leftwing, multi-

ise groups like the Communist Party and the Socia:list

Workers Party. Some union groups, such as units of the

International Ladies Garment Workers Union and the-

Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union, Local 1199 of the

Drug and Hospital Employees, and District 65 of the Retail.

Wholesale and Department Store ,Union are also called on

for support . Clergy and religious organizations have

played an increasing role in .the anti--war movement, 'and,

In addition to many ad hoe groups, there are the Episcopal

Peace Fellowship, Clergy and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam

Catholic Peace Fellowship, and American Friends Service

Committee. In September, 1967, BusIness Executives Mdove

for Vietnam Peace was founded; most of its members are

managers or owners of medium-sized firms .

Including the local, city-wide, regional and national

committees, there are in all some 150 groups, of which

I I

more than 75 are specifically anti--draft organizations.

Some organizations perform particu lar func tionis. Women

Strike for Peace, for example, specializes in fund rais-

ing. Mebrsi lists , when they exist , overlap as

individa ally them.alvces with various3 churchprfe

F signall, and single-Issue organizations. .

V ~



;ntiwar groups tend to spring up to give focus to
A: .

ties that already exist. For example, a few paci-

fists decided to picket the Naval Weapons Depot at Port

Chica go, California; they attracted ati;ention and decided

co stay indefinitely as the Port Chicago Vigil.; the Vigil

rallies support from the anti-war community; draft cards

are destroyed by individuals, prosecutions begin, the

press takes notice; finally, a new organization emerges:

The Resistance. Tfihe Resistance, in turn, poses a challenge

to persons ineligible for the draft but sympathetic toward

young men being arrested and indicted, and so additional

organizations like RESIST and the Committee for Draft

Resistance are formed. Businessmen, VISTA volunteers,

writers, artists, clergymen, doctors, student body presi-

dents, and so forth typically get together in ad hoc

groupings whose sole aim may be to place an advertisement

in a nr spapor . The political work of forming common

attitudes has been done in advance by the mass media and

a general attitude about the war.

Many groups, of course, do have long-range purposes

and clearly stated left--wing ideologies, but none of them

is especially influential in the anti-war movement and

they have learned over the past few years that their only

hope of broad support is to participate in such paper

mrs the National .obiJ.:lization Committee and the
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Sent IMobilization Committee. The structured left-wing

Sorganizations re- frustrated by the very formlessness of

the movement. The participatory style of decision making

_I which marks the Students for a Democratic Society has

gained much currency; "party discipline" has virtually

disappeared as a code of behavior. Indeed, the dilemma

facing the movement is its lack of discipline: in ex-

change for spontaniety and political autonomy, it forfeits

control over elements which are willing to provoke vio-

lenc. In light of this, it is not surprising that the

American Communist Party has been among the most periph-

eral and least noticed components of the peace moverdent.

The lack of organization and unifying ideology in

the anti-war movement is especially significant in the

face of widespread conviction that the movement is either

controlled or at least spurred on by a Communist conspir-

acy. CommunIst organizations unquestionably delight in

the activities of the protest groups and may even attempt

to influence them. We have found nothing, however, to

support the belief that Communists or foreign powers are

S.9esponsible for the anti-war movement...~

QA KThe Chinese-oriented Progressive Labor Party has

been part of the anti-war movement to be sure, but so have

Senator Mdavk Hartfield and U Than. The Communist journal[

ist Wilf.. rd S Bu ct ha suppl1VYQied fuel for the movement[

but he has had less impact than the New York Tines

.. ~~ -,. 1 -..



PHirrison Sal.isbury. The republican Party's Blue Book

on Vietnam probably contributed more to the movement than

Bertrand lussel.' International lar Crimes Tribunal.

We must resist the tendency, fostered both by vould-be

leaders of the movement and by those vrho rant to blame

them as the source of all trouble, to identify the anti--

vwar mTlovement wiith its most radical and estranged element;.

The anti--rar movement is not a fixed group of people; it

is a vwidespread attitude that has cut across a broad cross

section of the American public.
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The pti-war sentiment has flourished
piaiyaogmiddle-class Americans,

and it is from their ranks that the
anti-war movement has recruited most
of its members.

Insofar as the anti-war movement has an ongoing member-

ship, it is best characterized along social rather than

organizational lines. -For the most part, the movement has

relied on the middle class for its support . Two groups that

migh beexpected to support the movement-labor and the

Negroes--have been generally indifferent to it .

With notable except ions,* rank-and-file American working-

-reasoswic-aeedn4e----aedhe T o t he de gr ee -t hat

the peace movement emphasized dea-aah sympathy with the

i 
i

Viet Cong, and self-conscious and anti-bourgeois styles of
protest, it actually drove labor support away.

Despite denunciation of the Vietnam War by Martin Luther

King, Malcolm X, and other prominent blacks such as'Cassius

Clay, and despite some significant instances of anti-Vietnam

black protest, the war has been for blacks a relatively minor

issue distant from the emergency of the American cities and

the problems of equality. Insofar as they are militant,

Negroes are unsympathetic to the nonviolent ethic of the

pacifists; insofar as they are economically deprived, blacks

desire the material goods which the white radical despise as

tokens of an unjust economic system; and insofar as anti-war

Protest invites police hilly clubs, blacks (more familiar with

Chilly clubs) cannot work up the requisite enthusiasm. Still,

cV



thae anti-war movement has been influenced by the struggle of

black Ameri cans. Anti-war whites, sensing the vitality the

black movement holds for radicalism as such, have consistently

sought to attach themselves to civil rights struggles. This

white attachment to black protest has produced tactical

similarities between the anti-war movement and the civil rights

movement and has encouraged overlapping memberships and actions.

In fact, the anti-war movement can be said to have grown out of

the stimulus provided by the civil rights movement . From 19541

to 196)4, blacks and whites worked together in the civil rights

IiI

movement through such organizations as the Congress of Racial

Equality and the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee.

Early in the anti-war movement, black leaders in those

organizations supported the anti-war protestors. In the spring

Mobilization of 1967, Stokely Carmichael's contingent of black

people marching from Harlem to the UN was the rallying point

of the anti-war protest movement of the day.

Within its middle-class and relatively well-educated. base

of strength, the peace movement has drawn most heavily on

teachers, students, and clergy. Each of these three groups has

t;..

made a distinctive contribution.

The role of teachers and of intellectuals generally has

been prominent from the beginning of the movement . Although

there was a good cdeal of scattered protest in 196)4, many observers

feel that the movement properly started with the spring of 1965
when campus "teach-ins" began. The~ tactic is still in use, but it

was especially appropriate to that period when less was known

,...,.-



g 'about the war and when more militant forms of protest were
unpalatable to many dissenters. The teach-in was by nature

a form of hesitation between respectful inquiry and protest,
and its campus setting emphasized that objections to the war
were still mostly on the intellectual plane. Unsatisfied by
official responses to the questions raised,, the teachers

became more militant.

Although intellectuals in America are not reputed to

have the popular influence possessed by their European

counterparts, they were influential in the peace movement

because the movement consisted largely of people who do pay

attention to intellectuals. The intellectuals defined the
movement's conscience and set forth its logic. Some who had

held high posts within the Kennedy administration influenced

public opinion with their defection from the official view.
Literary figures joined the movement and shared their

objections with their audiences.

The central role of students in the anti-war movement has

been obvious. The student generation entered the political

life of the nation in an unprecedented way in the civil rights
movement of the early 1960's. While justice for blacks has

been a profound matter of conscience for a vanguard of middle-

class white students, it has, nonetheless, been beyond the

normal scope of their lives; they had to seek out battlefields

in the deep south and in the unfamiliar urban ghettos. The
Vietnam War, by contrast, has affected them directly in many

__ _ _ _ __ _ _-_
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ways. Most obviously, the students have been subject t.o

1

the draft; their academic studies have been haunted by the.

prospect of conscription, and the draft has become the

critical unknown as they seek to plan for the future. Even
more than inconvenience, however, the draft confronts students

with the possibility of death on a faraway Asian battlefield

in a conflict which many of them reject as immoral.

For draft-eligible young men, the overriding question

has been not merely whether to lend approval to the American

effort, but whether to commit their bodies and perhaps their

lives. Thcre have always been concientious objectors, but
the Vietnam war has been the first to produce a sizable number
of draft resisters, young men willing to spend years in a
federal prison rather than fight i~n a particular war that they
consider immoral. This raises a perplexing problem for the
society, for it poses the principle that each man shall have
the right to decide in which wars he will fight and in which

he won't . Congress, the Selective Service System and the

Courts have rejected the principle; they have decreed that

draft resisters are subject to criminal prosecution.

Conscientous objection is respected only if the objector

swears that he opposes war in any form as a result of convictions

arising from religious tra-ining and belief. On October 26,
1967, the national. director of the Selective Service recomrmended.
that local draft boards issue punitive reclassifications to
unruly peace demonstrators. This drove some young men into
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open resistance, others out of the country, and still others
into seeking educational and occupational deferments.

When the manpower needs of the war led to the cancellation~
of such deferments early in 1968, the issu ofcoea-no

,n sse coertono

noncooperation became inescapable for large numbers of youths
who Opposed the war. Even before that announcement, 22 per.
cent of the respondents to a survey of Harvard senior men saici
they would go into exile or jail rather than serve in the army;-
94 per cent disapproved the conduct of the war. The posture
of such young men compelled many of their elders to choose
between lending them moral support or allowing them to be
regarded as disgraced felons.

The war had been a campus reality for some time in the
form of military and war-industry recruiters, cooperative
research projects with the Pentagon, and the Reserve Officers
Training Corps. By '1968, when the Columbia University riots
erupted, it was becoming difficult to distinguish the anti-war
effort from the effort to alter the internal structure of the
universities. But the draft remains the focal point of student
hostility toward the Vietnam War and its influence on the

movement can hardly be overestimated. More than 75 of th.e 150
or so anti-war organizations are specifically anti-draft groups.[

Clergymen have been especially prominent in the peace
movement in contrast to their relative silence during former
war's. Partly because of their experience with riOn-violent
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-protest in the civil rights movement, but more because they

found difficulty in reconciling the claims of religious

doctrine with the demands of the Vietnam War, religious

leaders have played a central role in the peace movement

The most active group, Clergy and Laymen Concerned about

Vietnam, declared in a position paper in early 1967: 'Each

.day wc find allegiance to our nation's policy morc difficult

to reconcile with our allegiance to God... .We add our voice

to those who protest a war in which civilian casualties are

greater than military; in which wholc populations are deported

against their will; in which the widespread use of napalm and

:~ i

other explosives is killing and maiming women, children, and

the age .,

The clergymen in particular have highlighted the issue of

"war crimes" in the Vietnam War. They have pointed to reports

of civilian bombing, the use of gas and fragmentation bombs,

the defoliation of forests and destruction of the countryside,

and the depopulating of entire districts. They have cited the

Charter of the Nuremberg Tribunal that "The fact that [a]

defendent acted pursuant to order of his government or of a

superior shall not free him from responsibility." In defense

of their dissent and their sometimes unlawful actions, the

clergymen have invoked 'a higher morality," a "uniLversal1 truth,

an unavoidable "duty to conscience."
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Although h here have been violent events~n te an l"wroe n--n-c-~-s- cl--- s -
hav somei ~tines provoked v3oelYE the

mc, veIn haf1 rbe

A great variety of tactics have been employed within
the anti-war movement; in fact, protest ors fall into two

Iii

broad groups -- those for whom tactics are chiefly a
moral question and those who see tactics mnainly as a

man to_political ends. Nearly all pacifists fall into
the first of these categories. For them the ethical
posutre of non-violence is as important as the cause for

w hich they may be working. Believing in a government of
law, they insist on making themselves liable to the
law's penalties; they hope to persuade others by the
example of their sacrifice. Most non-pacifists, in con-
trast, are more interested in impeding the war than in
achieving a "correct" moral posture. They are not bothered
much by the idea of tactics which "hurt the enemy " while
enabling the protestor" to avoid arrest,. The philJosophical
debate over which tactical approach is the more effective
has split the movement since Its :inception and prevents
the evolution of tactics from being simply or wholly

expl ainable in pragmatic terms.

yS 'p _-
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The difference was epiton:ized in Stop the Draft Week

of October 16-20, 1967. The organizers of this series

of demonstrations found that they could not agree among

themselves on the best means of "shutting down the

. Oakland Induction Center." As a result, October 16 and 18

were given over to those of pacifist orientation, who

sat in the doorway of the induction center in small orderly

groups and allowed themselves to be arrested peaceably.

October 17 and 20 were dedicated to the mass-mobile tactics

of the "militants." These demonstrators, along with news-

men and spectators, were beaten and sprayed with MACE as

they blocked the arrival. of -busloads of inductees and they

retaliated with harassing tactics. They attempted, generally

with success, to avoid arrest, although their leaders were

later prosecuted for "conspiracy to commit misdemeanors."

The pacifists were more successful in literally preventing

the induction center from functioning, but the militants

argued that their operation made a greater impact on the

public.

The pacifists and the militants are not likely to agree

on the superiority of one anoroach. Radical militants, are

as averse to the posture of meekly courting arrests as the

pacifists are to hit-and-run vandalism. Both groups are

1inhii.:)1ted by their li fe-styles fr'o ad.ptinavK c certain

- tactical approach , and there' means of protcs: are bound to

diverge.
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There are, of course, many tactics that both groups

can agree on, such as peaceful marches, mass rallies, ballot

initiatives, picketing, agitation against the draft, and

community organizing projects like Vietnam Summer.

Recognizing this, movement coordinators have increasingly

turned to unstructured demonstrations in which ideological

lines are not insisted upon and protestors are free to

take the sort of action that suits them individually.

This free-~vwheeling approach makes it impossible, however,

for the coordinators to 'control a demonstration and thus

to give assurances to authorities from whom they seek permits

that the demonstration will remain peaceful.

There can be no simple equating; of militancy and

violence or of pacifism and non-violcee. The tactics of

obstruction were used by pacifists before Vietnam was an

issue. Sitdowns before the White House and the Senate and

war factories, the tying of canoes to troop and munition

-ships, the boarding of destroyers,. the chaining of demon-

strators to AWOL soldiers, the destruction of draft files,

the sailing of medical supplies into Hlaiphong harbor under

American aerial bombardment -~- these gestures have all

been conducted by pacifists. No "militant ," furthermore,

ha~s done anything so extreme as Quaker Norman Morrison' s

sel.f-imol~aion before the Pentagon on November~ 2, 1965.

* I I:.
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The attentioni of public authorities is nevertheless

concentrated on the "militants," and understandably so,f

for they are the ones who are not prevented by ethical

scruples from passing into a more "revolutionary" phase.

Within this group there has been a development --

haphazard and halting - toward confrontationi sm. The

anti-war movement is not wedded to confrontation as a

favorite tactic, but the number of protestors who find it

philosophically acceptable and politically meaningful has

been increasing. The minority within the movement that

actually seeks violence and claims that moderate tactics have

failed is growing. Until the Vietnam War ends, the minority

is likely to keep growing. Curiously enough, the very

achievement of the movement in winning a majority of the

public to oppose the war has played into the hands of the

radical militant who point out that even thec will of the

majority is not sufficient to end the war. The only recourse,

they argue, is increased pressure and, if necessary, violence.

/JThe pressure for more violent action often comes from a

very small but influential segment of the movement that is

opposed to rather than anti-~war. This group is more

The riumber of anti-war rallies , protests , and demon-f

strations incre as ed steadilyi. from 1 J965 through 1967 , out it

1~1
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1 . tpore off in 1968 as anti war protest became absorbed

b\; prc : L d nti ~ l o li ~ - fan y o f th e -d i s s e n te r s tu rn e dwi>t renewed hope to the political process in the hope
of electing~ a candidate who would end the war,

. The direct action tactics of the anti-war movement
first became noticeable late in 1965 with silent days ofprotest, draft card burning, picketing draft stations -
anid even symbolic suicides like that of Norman Morri son.

The year 1966 brought an acceleration in confrontation,
T'he universities were attacked for revealing class rankings
to thc Selective Service draft centers and ROTC unitswere sabotaged, military recruiters wore harassed,* govern.
ment spokesmen were beleasured when they spoke throughout
the country

i4
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On April 15, 1967, some 100,000 people marched
from New York's Central Park to the United Nations Plaza
to protest the .war. Permits had been issued, and the.
demonstr~at ors quiLetly occupied 10 city blocks listening
to spehes by Martin Luther Kiner Jr. and others.
Nearly 150 separate organizations were represen-ted in'
the demonstratiLon. As 1967 went on, however, many anti-
war leaders stated that th2e movement would increasingly
seek confrontation. Tfhis sentiment was frankly expressed
by Mobilization Committee head David Dellinger just
before the Pentagon March in October 1967. Local and
federal agencies cooperated with the coordinators of
the Pentagon March to arrange Permits, Paaero s
rally sites, and general ground ruleos. Some 50 ,000 anti-
war demonstrators participated. Althoug-h officials
handled the demonstration skillfully, it resulted in
disruption and violence. Some 2,000 demonstrators pushed
their way up the steps at the front entrance to the
Pentagon and physical ly confronted federal marshals and
military polilcemen. Another 3,000 o owr bet
step through police lines and rush another entrance--.
some entering the building. Before the disturhanice
ended, more than 600 participants had been arrested and
manmy were injured.

A few eeks lae, a numnber of' deotrators
Picketing Secretary of State Dean Pusk: clashed with]
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pol~ee. oe o the pr.:otestors st;oppedl traffic, hurled
boatic basofctteblood, 

stones, britcks, and

By April, 1968, leaders in the protest movementey would no longer Obligingly

Cooperate with authorities. David Dellinger threatened
that the Mobilization Committee would not apply for a
permit for its April 2-l 7 march in New York City."I
would be a mistake to think that the fig- agint- h
war can be won in the ballot box, " Mr. Delig- ad

. el in e sai

"it still has to be won on the streets. " esugstH

- e suggested

therefore, that any organization wi thafudm tl
commitmeni-t to anti-war protest be allwc n-h e

. owe in t e e

York Rally "to do its own thing.
The Mobilization

1 Committee did obtain a paradepermit, but a dissident group did not and a bloody riot
ensued. It should be recalled that the Columbia Uni.versity
Student Rebel lion had erupted a few day -al r n h

-Poor Peopile 's Campoaig~n was about to beg In in Uashington.
The mass media were full o.. reports of protest and Violence
and tension was .hi The fact that Mqv1wsTyl~
Day, when patriotism celebrated, ma~y also have

con~'iute1 t te violence in New York City.
cowarativ st~iudv of civil gt-o -n *-

K1

nm

- hond, 196 t.ndiaes b" a n
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Bhts :in Conflict, the Task Force Report to this

,Commission, describes the prelude to convention week in

Chicago:

Among the dissidents planning to come in protest
were violent revolutionaries, pro-Peking sympa-
thizers, Communists, anarchists, militant ex-
tremists, as well as pacifists, poor people's

.campaigners, civil rights workers, and moderate
lef wingers.

For those who had forsaken electoral politics,
the convention offered a convenient occasion to
rally supporters and to broadcast their disillu-
sionment.

There were also hippies, and among them were
hippies turned inside out; becoming concerned
with their relationship with the 'Other Society"
they cast themselves in the role of self-styled

-revolutionaries. A few of the more deliberate
and creative of these invented an acronym,
YIPPIE! and a "non-organization' to go with it.

The tactics planned by radical dissenters reflect
various attitudes, ranging fromr comple te pacifism
to hard-core militance. And their motives varyfrom individual to individual. and association to
association. In the main, though, the disruptive
tactics, whether violent or not, were intended to
expose the inhumanity, inj ustice, prej udice,
hypocrisy or militaristic repression with which
dissenters take issue. Disruptive tactics ob-
viously impose a high cost on society and its
leaders, and, eventually, the dissidents argue,
the price will become too great.

It is clear that the great majority of protesters
in Chicago had no preconceived intention to initi-
ate violence. This is not to say, however, that
they did not expect it to develop.

Most of those who intended to join the major pro-
test denonstrations scheduled during convention
week did not plan to enter the Amphitheatre and
disrupt the proceedi ngs of the Democratic Conven-
tion, did not plan aggre~ozssive acts of phys ical

:;E -
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provocation against the authorities, and did not
.plan to use rallies of demonstrators to stage an

assault against any person, institution, or place
of business.

During the months preceding the convention, provo-
cative and inflammatory statements, *made in
connection with activities planned for the forth-
coming convention week, were published and widely

.disseminated through underground channels and by
exposure in the general media. Numerous articles,
speeches, and disclosed conversations promised
threatening acts of public disorder and terrorism
which could not be responsibly dismissed. Those
committed to such actions, however, appear to have
been unable to combine a broadly based following
nor a well-organized plan.

Officials in Chicago, nonetheless, took the threats

and the promises of disruption with deadly seriousness.

Not so very peaceful pace demonstrations in New York -and

Washington suggested what Chicago could expect -- at the

very last.

In the words of the demonstrators, the whole world was

watching what transpired during that bloody week in Chicago.

Chicago police were the targets of mounting provocation by

both word and act. It took the form of obscene epithets,

and of rocks, sticks, bathroom tilcs, and even human feces

hurled at. police by demonstrators. Some of these acts

were spontaneous; others were planned; still others were

in response to police action. lRimhts inConflict_ states :

! " !

That was the nature of .the provocation. The
nature of the response was unrestrained and
indiscriminate polieoe violence on many occa-
sions, particularly at night

I'I
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ej ,~theor to bc violent as it is whether non-violence will

be cooperative or provocative. Those who advocate provo-

cation do so in the hope of revealing brutality and

hypocrisy in the system. Unfortunately, the undisciplined

and unstructured nature of anti-war demonstrations permits

a small minority to light the fuse in an explosive situa-

tion. The looseness of the movement allows confrontationists

on both sides to have their way, and both dmonstrators and

police have been injured. Thus it was in Chicago.

Still, it must be said that while militant demonstra-

tors do have the power to ensure that the police will use

force, they do not havc the power to prevent police Violence.

The role of thc police in anti-war protest -- and in all

group protest for that matter -- is critical; with the

primary responsibility for preserving public order, the

police stand at the very heart of the problem of rights in

conflict.

The problems of the police arc discussed at length

elsewhere in this report, but a brief discussion of police

behavior in protest situations is in order here.

Like demonstrators, police also respond to visible

symbols. They are likely to react with anger and disgust

to the burning of an American flag, or the raising of

Viet Cong flags, or obscenities shouted at them by



demonstrators, especially female. When they are targets

of bricks, bottles, human waste, and garbage, the police

may well over-react and lash out at their "tormenters."

Social investigators who have studied police attitudes

report that they are more likely to disapprove of unwashed

Yippies than of the anti-war movement itself. Thus, the

police response is often to symbols deeply offensive to

their personal values or to deliberate provocation by

demonstrators.

Such a response from police is understandable, par-

ticularly in light of the difficult conditions under which

they must perform tasks that call for extraordinary judg-

ment, split second decisions, and unusual intelligence

and courage. But understanding the provocation and the

response can in no way excuse unlawful police actions. The

very nature of a policeman's responsibility dictates that

he suspend judgment, that he suppress personal concerns,

that he not be provoked into over-reacting. This is, of

course, idealistic -- but the ideal is a crucial one in our

democracy: that this is a society of laws which guarantees

to individuals certain inalienable rights. When those

charged with upholding the law violate the law, then

,f neither law nor order will long endure. .

~~ n s2 ~ cK te ;C:hC-<lEteni ng aspect of the Chicago
Li \4J' >K. violence is the co2,unent of the headc of Chi cac.go'
\. Pratornal Order of Police in a television interview

(Continued next parre)
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Our society must anticipate more major protest move-

ments in the future, quite apart from the outcome in

Vietnam. Our cities will be the scene of r

akin to those of' thc past few years. Such dissent is

pr'ovi~ded for in the Cosntitution; it is part of the

political process in our society itiyeo hewy

tha a memory mkesupits mind. Future protests there

willbebutthc ned nt be violent . And whether they

are will depend as much upon the response of public

autoriy aitdoe on the tactics of the protesters.

\ii

~ ff.

authorty as s os

i ax ed roth after the violence in his city. Asked

n' erly 7 moth p fte .o uld behave differently if the

ifh e felt d n athe oic e re re e ted, he replied "not

Chicago't *n dmonstr tions e p lain d that C ic aoF
so y ou n - h country on vacations wereb

n oli ce m en tr an d to ld the mj h ad don ec a go o
reeted pt cud res a nwe did," he said.
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WHITE MILITANCY AND1) EXTREMISM
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History reveals quite clearly that most of

America.'s domestic violence has been associated with

racial, religious, and ethnic intolerance. This is

sadly ironic in a nation which was founded as a citad.el.

of individual freedom and equality by refugees from

religious and poi itical persecut ion.

History also reveals, however, that America has

made progress toward this ideal. The bigotry and the

violence notwithstanding, racial, religious, and ethnic

minorities have gradually become assimilated into the

society. Black Americans, in large measure, have not.

Among the first to arrive in this nation, they are the

last to be admitted. Much of the contemporary strife

and disorder in the United States today is the price we

are paying for our failure to integrate the Negro into

the larger society.

Even here, progress--though often painful--has

been made. Since the early 1940's,' survey research has

measured a striking decline in the verbal expression of

anti-Hegro prejudice -and a. stri.king reduction in support

for discrimination and racial. segregation. Though a
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/2 pr ogress and the means by which. it has occurred, they

spport the goals of black Americans--even to the p oint

where they are ready to approve even the most (drastio~
federal programs to attack the root causes of violence y

i n the black ghettos. JI.

A minority of whites strongly oppose the aspira-* { tions of the black community. They can be described as

militant or extremist whites, depending upon their use

of violence to resist the aspirations of racial or ethnic

minorities. They have played a significant role in

American history, and they are active today. Their

organization into militant and extremist groups is--as

it has been in the past--a threat to public order and[

public safety.

There is no adequate term to cover all of the

diTverse militant white groups which have ~fought to

preserve their neighborhood, communities, or country

from forces they considered alien. The lack of a common

tern for Ku Klux Klansmen, vigilantes, nativist, anti--

Negro, and anti-Catholic organizations reflects the

factb that they and other similar groups have had different

origins, different goals, and different compositions and

that they have arisen i n r'esponse to specific historical.

si tuatioens. All of these groups, however, have been

$1 
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characteri zed by bi gotry and their willingness to use

viol ence in support of their goals.

This Commission has studied militant and extremist

white movements, historically and currently. We have

sought to learn who the white militant i.s, what motivates

him, why he expresses his discontent in extremist

behavior against other racial., religious, and ethnic

groups .

Social scientist cannot fully explain to us the

causes of white militancy or the sociological and

psychological dynamics of prejudice. They do point out

that no si ng;1e sociological characteristic can completely

account for patterns of such intolerance, and that

societal forces are mediated through the personalities

of individuals. To understand the white militant,

therefore, we must understand the social forces at work,

the psychological. factors which influence him, and the

situation in which he operates. Our study, hopefully,

is a beginning to such understanding.

Perhaps our most significant finding i s that the

white militant, like his black counterpart, is alienated

from the larger society. Hea is one of millions of white

Americans who are socially and economically deprived,

po]li ti ca. ly i.mpotenit ; and disillusioned with the system

and the circumstances in which he lives. In a very real

sense, his militancy is as understandable as black militancy.
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Much of the domestic violence and civi:1
disorder in Amcrica.n history has been caused
by militant whies---usually _in opposi t_ion to
ethnic or racial groups or in defense of some
ehiiist or 1chemh circ~ d social. border -

ave a long tradition in this nation of citizen

ting outside of the law to preserve what they

o be the proper social order and even to enforce

their own version of' acceptable moral and social 'behavior.

Until recent ly, these m il.i tant or extremist groups oftcn

acted with the encouragerent---or at least the tacit

blessing--of more stable segments of the population.

Frequently, they enjoyed the sanction of the established

authority.

In most of these private law-enforcement ventures,

the aims were fairly simple: to get things done which

needed doing;, This was the essence of vigilantism--that

institution peculiar to America which began in 1767 and

has persisted into modern times. In the raw and dangerous

days of the frontier, the rationale for vigilante move-

ments was understandable. Where agencies for social

con trol. were non-existerit or primitive at best , cai.zens
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banded together to deal directly with horse thieves,

bandit gang s, cattle rustlers, .counterfeiters, and

rowdies. i Harsh as it was, vigilante justi ce brought a

crude kind of order to sparsely settled areas.

ecneath this pragmatic approach to law and order,

however, lay a number of dangerous precedents . The

self--help tradition is largely inconsistent with the

contraints which a developed legal system imposes on the

guest for order. The practice of a given group deciding

under particular circumstances what the law should be

and how it should be enforced wreaks havoc on any notion

of indi vidual rights and due process. Thus, private

violence came to be used as an instrument for enforcing

a system of social, poli.iti cal, economic, and cultural F

arrangements against the claims of groups outside the

system whose actions or whose very existence were seen

as a threat. Sometime this was done in conjunction with

constituted authority, sometimes not. The result, in

any case, has been a long history of private violence

by white militants and extremists often expressed in

racist or nativist actions .

The first "alien" group to feel the combined assault. -

of private and official violence are the American Indians.

They were victims of massive private violence like the
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massacre of more than 200 (most women and children) which
took place on Indian Island in California in 1860.

The San Francisco Vigi:l.ance Committee of 1851 and
the Great Committee of 1856 are the best known of

Western vigilante organizations (although they had
counterparts in all states west of the Mississippi).

On the who.e, they were composed of leading white citizens
who sought neither Jegi.slative change nor institutional

reform, but rather the punishment of' criminals and

undesirables whom the courts had "allowed to escape.
They sought, in short, to act as a substitute for a

judicial process which they saw as weak and. inefficient.

In practice, they reserved their harshest 'justice" for
foreigners and minorities, especially Mexicans and

Chinese.

riThe private violence against minority groups inl the

West was really the cutting edge of an endemic regional

nativism supported by much of the population and elevated

into the laws of the land. California state law, for
example, prohibited Chinese from testifying in cases

involving whites, which led militant whites to terrorize

and murder Chinese with relative impunity. As often

happened in nativist oppression, there tended to develop

a divis ion of labor between "respectable" elements which
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M useda legisa tion to protect self--interest, and mobs who
A resorted to violence. Thus, political leaders succeeded

in enacting legislation in 1882 banning further Chinese
immigration into the country, and mobs looted, burned,

and murdered men, women, and cilJdren in the Chineso

quarters of the West Coast . The~ "pr~eeratio of order"

was often translated into vio lence on any pretext. In
Los Angeles, for example, a whitte was killed during a

tong war, so white mobs invaded China town, looting; and
kill ing 21 persons ; fifteen 'men, women, and children were

hanged from lamposts.

Even before the excesses of private citizens on theI :
West Coast, White Anglo Saxon Protestants in Eastern cities

focused their bigotry on foreigners and Roman Catholics--

particularly immigrant Irish. The anti'-Catholic, anti-[

immigrant political organization known as the Native

American Party took root in Eastern manufacturing centers

and rose to power a~s Irish immigration increased. The

new party's literature and street oratory was designed
to instill fear and excite passions. One document signed

by 900 party members and sent to Congress expressed fears
concerning "the rapid and extraordinary increase -of the

foreign population" which would "ere long expose the

institutions of' the country to serious danger." The

J. ... i
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Nati ve American Party held street meetings and parades

in the heart of a predominantly Irish neighborhood in

Philadelphia in 1844, to which members were urged to

come "prepared for defense . " Prolonged street rioting

ensued in which several persons were killed and many

were injured. Two Catholic churches, two parochial

schools, and at least a. dozen homes owned by Catholics

were burned to the ground.

During the 1.850's the "Know-Nothing" movement added.

distinctive links to the chain of violence that was

coming to characte-ri ze the new nation. Dedicated to

keepin; Catholics and foreigncrs out of office, the

Know-Nothings set about "subverting the deadly plans of

the Jesuit and Papist." In Boston in May, 1854, Know-

Nothings, enflamed by street orators, attacked a Catholic

church, smashing windows and tearing down its cross, then

went on to destroy the homes of Irish Catholics in the

neighborhood. During 1854 arnd 1855, there were many

instances of mob violence and destruction of Irish and

Catholic properties. In the national election of 1854,
the Know--Nothings organized politically as the American

Party and elected nine state governors and 104 members

of the U. S. House of Representatives, then a body of 234.

Poli tical success, howeve-°, did not end the violence. In -

1855, 20 persons were hki1lled in a two--day riot in Louisvi.ll e,
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Kentucky, instigated by the Know-Nothings.

Tfhe Know-Nothing movement . declined after the 1.856

electi ons (in which its presidential candidate, Millard

Fi llmore received 20 per cent of the vote) . During the

last two decades of the 19th century, however, the vacuum

it left was filled by the American Protective Association

(APA), a new and powerful anti-Catholic apparatus. The

APA 'inveighed against alleged Roman Catholic plans to

destroy the public school system, against Jesuit control

of the federal government, against "rlomarizinl" of the

U. S. Army and Navy. Its leaders charged that the Jesuits

had plotted the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, that

Catholics had been ordered to take over the nation's

"cities, railways, manufacories, mines, steam and sailing
n

vessels- -above all, the press."

Alarmed by the APA tales that Catholic churches were

being used as arsenals for a massacre of non-Catholics,

many Protestants armed themselves in preparation for the

day of violence that the APA prophesied was imminent.

The APA was responsible for violence and terror in many

states. It claimed credit for overturning political

regimes in New York, Massachusetts, Michigan, Ohio,

Kentucky, Tennessee, Pennsylvania, and other states.

By 1.895, its membershin numbered 100,000.
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Of al1 the white extremist orPani zations founded

on bigotry, hate, and violence, none have been more

effective nor nore persistent than the "invisible

empir es" that have arisen at various times and places

over the past century under the name of the Ku Klux

Klan. These have varied in membership from a few

thousand to perhaps four million; in power, from the

intimi.dation of a village to the political control of a

state.

The first Ku Kl ux Klan was established on December

24, 1865 in Pu:laski, Tennessee, as a secret society of

an innocent and purely social nature . It soon began

frightening Negroes by parading through the night in

white sheets. It eventuaJlJy attracted thousands of

embittered and fearful men and declared as its funda-

mental objective: "The MAINTENANCE OF THE SUPREMACY OF

THE WHITE RACE in this Republic. " Its tactics were

terror and intimidation. Its inevitable result was

extreme violence.

From 186'7 until 1871, the Klan helped to overthrow

the Reconstruction governments of North Carolina,

Tennessee, and Georgia. It was responsible, according

to the findings of a Congressional investigation in

1871, for hanings ,- sh-rootings, whippings, and mutilations

numberi:Lngfin the thousands. In Louisiana, at least
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2,000 had been killed or wounded in a few weeks preceding

the pres:i dentiaj. election of 1868. Seventy-five killings

S " were reported :in Georgia, and 109 in Alabama. In a

single county in Northern Florida, more than 150 men

were murdered within a few months . The commanding

general of federal troops in Texas reported: "Murders .

of Negroes are so conon as to render it impossible to

5 ceep accurate accounts of them."

_ T he, Tuskegee Institute has kept a record of lynchings

in the United States since 1882 which gives an indication

of white violence and serves as a reminder that the white

extremist has been the single most violent force--outside

of war--in American history. For the period of 1882-1959,&J Tuskegee has recorded a total of 4,735 lynchings, of

which, 73 per cent were Blacks and 85 per cent took place

)7 } in Southern and border states ..

The Klan had been born in the aftermath of the Civil

War, when emancipation, the Fourteenth Amendment, and

the ravages of war itself had disrupted the traditional

caste order and had weakened white control over Blacks.

Southerners looked upon th~e Reconstruction as repression

and upon governments elected by former slaves and

immigrant Northerners as illegitimate. In this atmosphere,

Klan violence worked hand -in--hand wi'!th le.s.lati.ve effCts

to restore a system of social control over Blacks,
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ultirnat ely cl ima x ing in the redemption of 1877 and the

later Y)roJ.lifr Ca tion of the Jim Crow system.

The first Irperial Wi."zard of the Kl an, General

Nathan 1. Forrest, explained the need for the Klan in

these terms:

"M1 any Northern men were coming down there, forming
Leagues all over the country. The Negroes were
hol ding might meetings ; were g oing about; were
becoming very insolent ; and the Southern people .. .
were very much alarmed .. parties o ranized them-
selves so as to be ready in case they were
attacked. Ladies were ravi shed by some of these
Negroes . . .There was a great deal of insecurity . "

Klan violence was justi fied, as vigilante violence

always i s, as "the necessary effort to prevent crime and

. uphold law and order . " Acts of violence were accepted,

even applauded by respectable el events of the population

and by the conse -va'.tive . press . They were justified

by the misbehavior of the victims. Thus a Negro was

killed and his daughter whipped because she had caused

embarrassment to a white family by bearing the child of

one of its members.

It must be stressed, therefore, that Klan violence

(as was the case with the estern vigilante movements)

was only the cutting; edge of widespread Southern anti-

Negro militancy, which was in itself only the most -

blatant element of an endemic nationa racism and nativism.

AlthoulJh the firSt Klan had more t'n _alf a million

members by 1871, it soon disbanded under the scrutiny
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and pressure of federal investigation and legislation.

The aim of its rei of trror, however,--white

suprmulacy- d been fulfpiled tand autlived the Klan

itself y mny generations .

T.e ascn Kn es as founded in 191 5 act Stone over

mountain, Geogia by illiamn J. Simmons, a former I

Colorao, a It bore closo resemblance

to is prde evssor and broader its terrorism lmrm to

include Je s and Catolics as well as blacks.

hne vio Klan as even more successful in r inning

popular support . It spread t~o all] ] but twao states and ;

claimed a mnembershi ofut, and 5i m tnilion bi

1925. Klansmen estyblshed a virtual dictatorship over

p:o]iical lie in India.na, an wl as strong; a oer iwn

Cooa7 rgn e esy Te:as, Oklahoma , Maine,

Louisianra, and eve.=n parts of New; Yor. Dai Chamer

In his bookc HoodedA~mesrigcalism reports:

Klan violence in California w~as as brutual a~s

antywrnc!e in1 the South, and in the town of 'aft,

in Kern; Coun1ty, the pol-ice andi best citizenss.

turned out to watch an evening of torture in the
local ball. park}". W~hen" an anrti-Klan candidate w~on ,

the Republican primary in Oregon, the Klan jumped.

to the Democratic Party and helped capture the

governorship and enough of the legislature to

outlaw all parochial schools. In Colorado, the

Klan with business support, elected two U. S.

Senator s and swept the State. When the Grand

Dragon, a Denv'er doctor, was accused of having"

forced a ?ih scool boy i nto mar.ria:e i

threateni him withcsrtote vro

appoi ntfedl the Klan leader aide-de-calp as a snow

of confiece.
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V:i olence rema ined the keystone of the Klan program.

Ia _ The Ncw* York lorld compi led statistics on Klan violence

lur:in; a single year, even before i.t reached its new

heights of power-. The fi ndins for October 1920 to

October :921:

"'our ki.lings, one mutila tion, one branding with
acid, forty--five floggincs, twenty-seven tar-arid-
feather parties, five k.idnaeppings , forty-three
persons warned to leave town or otherwise

K. !threatened, fourteen conmunit ies threatened by
warning posters, and sixteen parades by masked
men with warning placards. I
After years of similar actions in the i.ntserest of

"law and order, " the second KIlan, impelled by : its anti-

semitism and race theori cs, joined with the pro--Nazi

German-American Bund in 194 0.

In addition to the resurgence of the Klan, the era.

during and after the first orld Wa.r saw an eruption of

private violence against numerous different groups, again

ften supported by hig-h placed authorities. During a

I' tr ave of agitation against German-Americans during the

jar, Theodore Roosevelt advocated shooting or harlIngin

I any German-American who proved to be disloyal. -The APA

I m-'ak-:ened from dormancy to use violence against German--

Americans, unionists, and draft evaders. Vigilante

vioCle~nce aga±ist the WobbI ies in thc PacifLic North-es t

took place in the context of a judicial system explicitl

I I
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host~ilIe to unions and largely contr ol led by business

interests. In some of the post-war. race riots, police

and the military joined with other militant whites in

assaults on the Black communi ty. And where nativist

violence was not offi ci ally sanctioned or well organized,

whol~cecommunities sometimes ros'e up against "alien" ele--

ments . John Hjigham, in his book Straners in the Land,

reports:

During the night of August 5, 1920, and all
through the following day, hundreds or people
laden with clothing and household goods filled
the roads leading out of West Frankfort , a mining
town in Southern Ill inois. Back in town their

.homes were burning. Mobs bent on driving every
foreigner fr'om the area surged through the streets.
Foreigners of all descriptions were beaten on

sight , a lthough the Itali an population was the
chief' objective. Time and again the crowds burst
into the Italian district, dragged cowering
residents from their hones, clubbed and stoned

them, and set fire to their dwellings. The havoc
went on for three days, although five hundred state
troops were rushed to the scene.

The 1930ts and the early 1940O's were marked largely

by words and acts of violence against Jews. The pro-Nazi

German-American Bund and its predecessor organization

"Friends of New Germany" were primarily interested in

exerting political influence in the United States as the

fervor for war mounted in Europe. Its leaders were

convinced that violee and bloodshed would come to

j7 i
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America aid that they would be parti cipating in it.

ftlong; with a simi ] ar organization, .the Silver Shirts of

America, the Bund urged its members, to prepare for armed

combat.

The Christian Front was established in the late

f1.930's as a raucous, \riolence--prone anti-semitic :le;ion

inspired by Father Charles E. Coughlin, the "radio-priest"

from Royal Oak, M"ichiga. Coughlinl published an anti-

semitic sheet which contended that Communism was Jewish

and that Hitler had come to power' to prevent the introduc-

tion of Communism by Jews into Germany . Thle Christian

. ,' i 1Front grew, and it was predictacbly violent in both rhetoric

and action. At a rally in Columbus Circle, New York,

a Christian Front speaker called for "jewish blood to

flow all over Amer ca

In 1939 alone, 233 arrests were made of Christian

Front members' for trying to incite violence The FB]

charged Christian Front follower's with conspiring to

> l Y c A bring about successive revolutions leading to a Christian

* <""\ Front takeover of the United States Government .

The evidence is abundant that white extremism and

violence has not been simply an isolated phenomenon i.n

the backwash of American historyN .Ln -_ '-

beca <.. rut. Private violence was a central

instrument, per'zistenitly used, of substant.ials

of the population to persecute minority es. Too often, V:

,.
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it was acconpan: ed, apple auded, or at - ast accepted by

a dominant, largely White Angl o Saxc Protestant popula-

tion, which controlled much of America's political,

military, anad l egal power.

True to the histori cal trcadit ion,_ white
extremism~ is active in the United States

us v.o enet cooihised

V ~White extremism and mili tancy in the 19 6 0's matches

in fervor many of its historical precedents. Toay

howeerthe violent' or potentially violent white mltn

tends to speak from a position of' relative political

im~otnc, and his milIitancy must be seen in large part

as a protest against the impotence and the insecurity

it foster's. Nonetheless, the larger pol itical order is

today, as it has been in the past, implicated in the

militant white movement. In some instances, the militant

white receives at least quali fied support from local or

~regional political structures.. Moreover, some segments

of the national political structure have engaged ini

rhetoric and action which has encouraged white militancy.

The year 1960 was marked by a sharp increase in the

actiLviti:es of the Third Ku Klux Klan. The Second Klan

died during World War II, but even before V-:-J Day, the

seeds of' a new Klan were flourishing in major southern

.in ~hci1otoldmc7fAerc' o ~ia.
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communities frmVrii o Texas . Lackinas central

control, the new Klan groups were reported to be more

irrespons bible than at any other time in history. h

postwar years until 1960 were marked by splintering and-

dissension i n the Klan movement.

This by no means precluded Klan violence. Through.

the lat e 1940( ' s and the 1950' s Southern Klans , ac ting

independe ntly of each other, resumed the violence of

the earlier Klans. Throughout the South, Klans terrorized

b lacks , flogged then, and murdered them. The Klan

rhetori c was as vi cious and as filled wiith hate as it

had ever been. The Supreme Court's decision on school

desegregation in 1954I inspired the Klans to even greater

acti vity.

In 1960, the previously splintered Klans consolidated

:into) the National Knights of the KKK. The new group

showed its strength in a series of cross-burning's on

March 26, 1960, and newspapers in the South reported

sightings of more than 1,000 fiery crosses through the

Southern states. There is evidence that Klansmen from

Florida and Southern Georgia were mobilized for and- L!
took part in the race riots that lasted for almost a

week in Jacksonvil le, Florida, beginning on "Axe-handle

Saturdayr", August 27, 1960 . Klansmen converged on the

city, bought axe*- handles and baseball bets- from local V

-. ..



stores and went to att e .

The new Klan, however, has striven for a respectable

imagein rccn t years. Robert Shelton , head of the

largest of the Kl an org~ani zati ons, the United Klans of

Ameri ca, has reportedly discouraged the use of violence

by members . Nonethel ess, viol ence is -too ingrainedJ in

the ideology and the structure of the Kl an to be

thrown off casi ly, and local groups and individuals are

not easily controlled. The murd ers of civil. rights

worker Viol a Liuszoc in Alabama and of Negro educator

Leuel Penn in Georgi a were the result of relatively

disorganized "patrolling" efforts by localJ Klan units.

Further, even the "official" repudiation of violence

1 -

is qualified by the Kl an' s nerception of the threat it

faces and the urgency of its goals. The maj or political

goal of the Klan today is to halt integration and the

impl ementat ion of equal rights for Blacks . But in the

curious fashion of previous extremist miovenents , thne

Klan extends its hostility to Jews, communists, and

others. It preaches violence, opposes firearms control

and urges its members to arm themselves; it insists that

its only interest is self-defense.

The more recently formed Mississippi White Knights

of the Ku Klux Klan has been the source of much of the

.1I
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~violecnce again 'st civil-rights workers in the mid-1!960 's.

The grroun arose during, and in response to, the intensive

civil~ ri ghts activity in the state after a long period

of Klan dormancy . Thirty-six White Knights have recently-

been arrested on charges of terrorism, including suspicion

of nt least seven murders . Much of this terrorist

activi ty took place during; the suroner of 196~4 . The group

! a

has been held responsible for the killing of three

ceivil rights workers in Neshoba County, M11_ssissippi,

during that summer, and thie organization's leader along

with the Neshoba Deputy Sheriffi is now appealing Federal

conviction for that episode .

The Mississippi White Knights have remained in the

forefront of white violence. In 1966. the head of the .

H-attiesburg chanter of the NAACP wa~s killed in a shooting

and firebombing on his hone by carloads of White Knights.

In 1967 , the head of the NAACP's Natcher chapter was

killed when a bomb was planted in his car. Tlhe group

is suspected of burning some 75 churches.

The White Knights have stressed that the major I
source of their effectiveness is favorable public opinion.

Their leader, San Bowers has written: "s long as they

are on our side we can do just about anything to our

enei.ees with imepnityl. As a general rule, Klan success

. " <A

if " iiii.rir'st rcrsi ~eloaCutl ~ ss9pi
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throughout the South has come primarily in those areas

whicre sta t;e and loca] ] eader:"s and police have been most

mii itant in res:isting civ:i.l1 ri ghts activity. This c o n"-

forms to a point made many yCars ago by Gunnar Myrdal

in his classic study of thc Negro problem :i n the United

States (Au Ameri can T)iemma). M yrdal pointed out that

private and public defenders of segregation in the South

during the 1.910's endorsed violations of law and engaged

:i.n what we now call civil disobedience. This wa.s even

more annarent a fter the Supreme Court decision in 1954.
first

The Black learned/ hand from their contact with white

authorities in the South that the most effective tactic

in a struggle with a law perceived as unjust is civil

disob'diece-.-amd perhaps even violence .

Over the years 1 -oca and state juries and courts

have acquired an :)wr ?-src record of fail ing to prosecute

or convict in crimes against civil rights workers . Even

the Federal. government was not very vigorous in prosecu-

tion until the sum:ier of 1.964. Perhaps one of the most

encouraging developments of the decade is the increasing

tendency of Southern states to -prosecute and Southern .

juries to conuvic t . An all-whi te jury in the Neshoha

case brought forth a conviction. Also [add other

>xamples .]
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urban violence directed against blacks. Militancy seems

to be increasing among some segments of the population

of the northern and western cities, principally in

reaction to black civil-rights activity, the ghetto

riots, and a fear of increasing crime committed by

blacks.

One indication of the depth of the new militancy

is the body of evidence showing that a sizable segment

of the urban population is willing to arm itself and

use violence to defend itself against black disorder.

Many Northern whites organize in support of harsh

police measures against rioters--as, for example, the

12,500 signers of a petition organized by the Paterson

(N.J.) Taxpayers Association urging the "use of all

force reasonably necessary" to put down civil disorders.

(Similarly, polls revealed that most Americans approved

the violent response of Chicago Police to anti-war

demonstraters at the Democratic Convention last summer.)

Beyond sanctioning the use of official violence, many

urban whites express a willingness to use private

violence. A Harris poll taken in September 1967,

indicated that 55 per cent of a sample of white gun owners

said they would use their gun to shoot other people in

case of a riot; 41 per cent of whites with incomes under

$5,000 expressed the fear that their home or neighborhood
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would be affected in a riot as compared with 34 per cent

of all whites. A study of white reaction to the Los

Angeles riot of 1965 indicates that the willingness to

use guns and personal fear of riot are related. Some

23 per cent of a sample of whites said that they had

felt a great deal of fear for themselves or their

families. However, nearly half of those who had consid-

ered the use of firearms were also among those who had .

felt a great deal of fear. Willingness to use guns

was highest in lower income communities and in integrated

communities at all income levels; it was also highest

among whites living in close proximity to Negroes, among

men, the young, the less educated, and those in three

occupational categories: managers and proprietors,

craftsmen and foremen, and operatives. The high degree

of willingness to use violence on the part of high

income whites living close to blacks suggests that fear

is a great equalizer of class distinctions. .

Expressing willingness to use guns in the face of

a riot, of course, is not the same as actually doing

so. Since the recent riots have been contained within

the black ghettos themselves, we do not know whether

behavior will follow attitudes with regard to the use

of guns. We do know that white urban and suburban

residents have been buying guns in the aftermath of civil

disorders. A Los Angeles study found that 5 per cent
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*o~ their sampled whites did- buy firearms or ammunition

during the Watts riot to protect themselves and their

families; another 7 per cent already had guns and

ammunition available. In Detroit, more than twice as

many guns were- registered in the first five months of

1968 than in the corresponding five months of 1967; the

increase followed the riots of August 1967. A similar

trend appears to have occurred in Newark. White[

if neighborhoods were not significantly threatened in any

of these riots.-

Further light on the potential for white violence

is shed by a study prepared for the Kerner Commission

which attempted to pinpoint the "potential white rioter."

A sample of whites was asked whether, in case of a

Negro riot in their city, they should "do some rioting

- against them" or leave the matter for the authorities

to handle.. Five per cent of the whites advocated

counter-rioting; for men the figure was 8 per cent .

Surburban whites were slightly less inclined to advocate

a counter-riot than were city whites. Less educated

whites tended to support counter-rioting, and there was

*Interestingly, the handgun used to kill Senator Robert
Kennedy was purchased for self-defense at the time of
the Watts riot.

- minun4
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* a striking degree of advocacy of counter-riot by teen-

age males, 21 per cent of whom felt they should riot

against Negroes. This percentage is slightly higher

than the percentage of Negro teenagers who said they

would join a riot if one occurred in their city.

Again, the degree to which these attitudes are, or

might be, expressed in behavior is unknown. Nevertheless,

studies of recent riots indicate that a significant

number of "riot-related" arrests of whites has taken place.

Occasionally, as in the Detroit riot of 1967, whites

have been arrested on charges of looting, apparently

in cooperation with blacks. Studies show more frequently,

however, that white males have been arrested beyond

or near the perimeters of riot areas for "looting

outside the riot areas, riding through the area armed,

refusing to recognize a police perimeter, shooting at

Negroes." Such incidents were particularly apparent in

the New Haven, Plainfield, Dayton, and Cincinnati riots

of 1967. The white counter-riot, of course, has

historical precedent. In fact, most of the Northern

race riots before 1935 involved pitched battles between

whites and blacks with working-class white youths

particularly in evidence.

The participation of white working-class youth in

violence against civil rights activists and against
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blacks moving into white neighborhoods has been noted

in many Northern cities. In Chicago, for example,

white youth were especially prominent in the Trumbull

Park housing disturbances of the late 1950's, the

assault on civil rights activists attempting to

integrate South Side beaches in the early 1960's, and

the violence accompanying Martin Luther King's activity

in the West Side in 1966. Milqitant white youths have

been active in several racial y troubled areas of

Chicago in 1968. In Blue Island, for example, sixty-

seven white youths were arrested after harassing and

beating Negroes following an incident in which two

young whites were shot. Schools in many areas of the

country, in recent months, have been disrupted by

'conflict between black and white youngsters. The new

miliancyof black high school students is being

countered in some areas by a corresponding white student

militancy. In Trenton, New Jersey, for example,

militant white high school students, many carrying

signs reading "white power", boycotted classes protest-

ing incidents of "roughing-up" by black students.

Although youth have been prominent in relatively

disorganized instances of militant white violence, the

major efforts at organized militancy have been made by

j _'
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adults who comprise the leadership of various neighbor--

hood 'defense organizations which have appeared in

several places outside of the South. Some of these, like

the "Breakthrough" organization in Detroit, urge members

to "study, arm, store provisions, and organize"; a

similar group called "Fight Back" in Warren, Michigan

argues that "The only way to stop them is at the city

limits." Others focus less on arms training and storage,

concentrating on community patrols to discourage black

intrusion. The most significant of these urban vigilante

groups is the North Ward Citizens Committee of Newark

which operates patrols of the neighborhood and trains

its members in Karate. Its leader, Anthony Imperiale,

who has recently been elected to the Newark City Council

denies that his is a vigilante organization. He said

in an interview for this Commission:

The anti-vigilante bill will do nothing because I
am not a vigilante. I am 100 per cent for a para-
military law because that would outlaw people
dressed in uniforms getting together and practicing
sabotage and overthrow of the government. I am not
out to overthrow the government . I love the govern-
ment and ITam trying to save it.

Newark's North Ward is a primarily Italian-American

neighborhood with a large and growing black population,

adjacent to the predominantly black Central Ward, which

1=1

was the scene of the Newark riot of 1967. The strident
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nativism of the North Ward Citizens Committee reflects

theironies of the process of ethnic succession in

America. Not too long ago, according to John Higham's

Strangers in the Land:

The Italians were often thought to be the most
degraded of the European newcomers. They were
swarthy, more than half of them were illiterate,
and almost all were victims of a standard of
living lower than that of any of the other prom-
inent nationalities. Thea were the ragpickers and
the poorest of common labc rers; in one large city
their earnings averaged fr rty percent less than those
of the general- slum-dweller. Wherever they went,
a distinctive sobriquet followed them. "You don't
call an Italian a white man?" a West Coast con-
dtruction boss was asked. "No sir'," he answered,
"an Italian is a Dago." Also, they soon acquired
a reputation as bloodthirsty criminals. Since
Southern Italians had never learned to fight with
their fists, knives flashed when they brawled
amorig themselves oi' jostled with other immigrants.
Soon a penologist was wondering how the country
could build prisons which Italians would not pre-
fer to their own slum quarters. On the typical
Italian the prison expert commented: "The knife
with which he cuts his bread he also uses to lop
of f another 'Dago ' s' finger or ear .. .he is quite
as familiar with the sight of human blood as with,

iI

the sight of the food he eats.

Today, of course, the situation has shifted consid-

erably, and the North Ward Italians feel themselves

beleaguered by a hoarde of criminal blacks, instigated I
by radicals. - -

y ------
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Paramilitary groups of white militants
in the United States today are preparing
for armed combat with forces they believe
have already taken over the government. .

A revised version of the Declaration of Indepen-

dence, written by the leader of a white militant organ-

ization, expresses the rationale for a secret, armed

underground guerrilla movement in America today:

"tWhen a free and sovereign people find their
elected servants in government, and their appointed
advisors, following a course of action contrary
to their oath of office, destructive to the
Constitution they have sworn to uphold, and
leading relentlessly to the less of their
freedom and their sovereignty, they must perforce
take the most effective action to restore sane
constitutional government, or perish as a free
and sovereign people.

The course of action deemed most effective by paramilitary

groups is the organization of a powerful, armed resistance

force.

Just such a course of action occurred to ten

sportsmen on a duck shoot a decade ago. One of the

hunters was Robert Bolivar DePugh, a Missouri drug

-manufacturer with a history of business failures. As a

result of talks that day, DePugh became the founder and

leader of the Minutemen, a paramilitary, underground

organization dedicated to fighting "the Communist take-

over" of the United States.

The Minutemen, best known of the paramilitary-

groups in this country, set up headquarters in Norborne,

' '
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Missouri. In 1968, however, DePugh was indicted for

conspiracy to rob a Seattle bank and went into hiding.

The Minutemen also moved to an undisclosed "underground

headquarters." Informed estimates place active Minute-

men membership between 2,000 and 20,000--probably close

to 8,000--nationally, with heaviest concentration along

the West Coast (particularly around Los Angeles and

Seattle), the Southwest, and the Midwest (especially the

St. Louis and Kansas City areas).

Minutemen believe that Communists are in substantial

- control of American politics, education, and communication;

that liberals and fellow-travelers a.re working hand-in-

hand, knowingly or unwittingly, with the hard-core

Communists in preparation for a total Communist takeover

of the country. By the reckoning of the Minutemen, this

takeover will occur in the near future on an unspecified

date referred to as "The Day" and patriotic Americans will

have to take to the countryside with their guns to defend

the country. V
Like radical blacks and radical students, the

Minutemen reject the democratic system as a means of

political change. In'July, 1966, DePugh established a -

"Political party" known as the Patriotic Party, but it

is a Minutemen front organization with a program that

reflects disillusionment with the traditional political

t-,I
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process. Thus, the Patriotic Party's precepts are that

"(1) political action alone will not suffice; (2) a new

political party cannot win by conventional means; (3) a

new party can win if it serves its proper function as the

political arm of a complete patriotic resistance movement."

Minutemen see themselves as "America's last line

of defense" and believe that violence is justified to

meet the. grave threat to Ameridan principles. In 1961,

DePugh issued a booklet entitl ~d Principles of Guerrilla
Warfare. Borrow-ing heavily from Mao Tse Tung and-

Che Guevara, DePugh listed 50 principles, ranging from

methods of' ambush and sniping to bombing and sabotage.

I his November, 1965 Bulletin, DePugh provided

his members with the formula and directions for making

nitroglycerin and the full details of the precise

processes used in making "simple" plastic bombs,

detonators, fuses, Molotov cocktails, and incendiary

devises--complete with directions on how they should be

used.

The rhetoric of the Minutemen is violent and

specific: In 1963, for example, the Minutemen publication

On Target- listed the names of 20 Congressmen who had voted

against the House Committee on Un-American Activities, and

prefaced the list with the following warning to Congressmen:

: 

*
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.Patriots are not going to let you take their
freedom away from them. They have learned the
silent knife, the strangler's cord, the target
rifle that hits sparrows at 200 yeards . Only
their leaders restrain them. Traitors beware!
Even now the cross-hairs are on the back of your
necks.

These words are often prefaced by the statement .

below and printed on posters and stickers, to serve as

part of Minutemen psychological warfare against their

"enemy":one ou yu

See the old man at the onrwhere yubuy yu
papers? He may have a silencer equipped pistol
under his coat . That extra fountain pen in the
pocket of the insurance salesman who calls on you
might be a cyanide gun. What about your milkman?
Arsenic works slow but sure. Your auto mechanic
may stay up nights studying booby traps...

These words evoke memories of the World War II

anti-Nazi Resistance fighters and their deadly effective-

ness. Melodramatic as they are, they must be considered

in the context of the kind of people who read them.

Recent events linked to Minutemen have included an

attempted bank robbery near Seattle (complete with plans for

dynamiting of police and power stations),an assault on a

peace group in Connecticut which involved a close-range

gun battle with police and four wounded, and an attempted

assault on three camps in the New York area which

allegedly had been used at various times by left-wing and

pacifist groups.

In the last incident, some 20 Minutemen were
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arrested and the following weapons and equipment were

125 rifles, single or automatic; ten pipe bombs;
five mortars; 12 .30 caliber machine guns; 25
handguns; 20 sets of brass knuckles with knives
attached; 220 knives of various sorts; 1 bazooka;
3 grenade launchers; 6 hand grenades; 50 80-mm.
mortar shells; 1 million rounds of ammunition of
all kinds; chemicals for preparing bomb detonators;
30 walkie talkies and other communication devices,
including short-wave equipment capable of inter-
cepting police radio messages; 50 camouflage suits
with boots and steel helmets; and, of all things,
a crossbow.-L

Minutemen arrested in connection with these assaults

included a milkman, two mechanics, a grocery clerk, a cab

driver, a gardner, a bus driver, a fireman, a plasterer,

a landscape artist, a draftsman, an airport steward, a

church maintenance man, a horse groom, a heavy equipment

operator, a longshoreman, a civilian driver for a U. S.

Army base, and a ship's oiler. Those arrested and the

equipment confiscated make the spy-movie rhetoric of

Minutemen messages seem a little less absurd.

A considerable amount of effort is spent by

Minutemen gathering intelligence on potential targets

(power and communications centers, arms supplies, etc.)

and on infiltration of legitimate agencies. Minutemen

have attempted, with some success, to infiltrate police

forces, National Guard units, even the reserve unit of the

U. S. Army's 11th Special Forces--the "Green Berets."
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Our study of assassination and political violence

in America indicates that the United States has been

virtually free of political or conspiratorial assassina-

tion used as a tactic to overthrow the government or

seize power. We did find, however, that conditions may

be present now or in the near future which give rise to

this invidious type of assassination. The Minutemen

illustrate the danger.

In April, 1966, a former top lieutenant in the

Minutemen testified under subpoena before a Federal Grand

Jury that at one meeting of the Minutemen there was talk

.of assassinating Senator J. William Fulbright, but that

the plan was called off by leader DePugh just before the

attempt was to be made for fear that subsequent investiga-

tions might endanger the organization. Both DePugh and

his former Lieutenant told a Kansas City Star reporter

in an interview that talk of assassinating Senator

Fulbright grew out of a scheme for "gaining control of

the government." The plan, according to the Star was "to

threaten certain members of Congress, telling them to

start voting American or they would be killed."

Prior to the Federal investigation of the Minutemen,

the ex-Lieutenant had told Kansas City's Jackson County

Prosecutor of Minutemen plans to tour the country poisoning

politicans and Communists with strychnine, and of a
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suggestion to place poison either in the air conditioning
or water system of the United Nations headquarters in
New York.

The County Prosecutor told newsmen that shotgun
blasts had shattered the home of his aide who had con-

ducted a weapons raid against Minutemen.

New York State Attorney General Louis J. Lefkowitz

in a report to Governor Nelson Rockefeller in October

1967, told of plots by the Minutemen to assassinate such

prominent political figures as Vice-President Humphrey,
Chief Justice Earl Warren and Governor Rockefeller

himself.

The Minuteman have been unable to organize them-
selves for political action in an effective sense. They
remain a loose collection of armed guerrilla bands. Their
attempts at alliance with other groups have met with
little success. The Minutemen were allied with the John
Birch Society until DePugh was expelled from that organ-
ization in 1964. Informal affiliation remains, and some
of the Minutemen arrested in the New York assault attempt
were also Birch members. Individual Minutemen have had
connections with the Nazi Party and the Klan. The National
States Rights Party cutoff its support of. the Minutemen
in 1964 on the grounds that the Minutemen had "gone too
far." While the highly individualistic ideology and loose
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control over membership hamper effective organizational

activities, they may increase the potential for localized
violence by individual members and units.

There are. other paramilitary, extremist white
organizations. The American Nazi Party has exhorted its
members to arm, kill Jews, and do battle with the Black
Panthers. Its founder, George Lincoln Rockwell was shot
to death in a Virginia laundromat in 196 by a former

Party member. (Check details.) The Fighting American
Nationalists, the Soldiers of the Cross, and the Christian
Youth Corps all stockpile arms and ammunition, plan for
guerrilla warfare against "traitors," and fill the air
with anti-Semitic, anti-Negro hate rhetoric.

Such paramilitary extremist groups are not new in
this country's history, but neither are they unimportant.
Because they are often illegal and usually conspiratorial,
we know. too little about them and the potential danger
they represent. Paramilitary groups have been characterized
by instability of organization; they are constantly
fragmenting, dissolving, forming and reforming alliances,
and undergoing rapid turnover of membership. As one
observer has noted, they represent a frame of mind more
than an organization, or an attitude in search of an
organization. It is not inconceivable that under certain
circumstances such paramilitary movements may cohere and
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become more effective. Their potential for mischief

.and 'violence, already great, could become even more of

a threat to the civil peace.

militants and e
a--omt are alienated fronm the

-larger society. Socially aird-ecenomiay
disadvantaged, disillusioned with the
social and political system. angry over
the circumstances of their lives, they
resort to intolerant and often violent
behavior.

Who are the white militants and extremists? What

KI

are the causes of their discontent and why is their anger

expressed so frequently in racial, ethnic, or religious

intolerance? What is the relationship between the larger

society and the minority of militants and extremists?

We know too little about the psychological and

sociological causes of prejudice and extremism to answer

these questions precisely. Historical, cultural,

economic, and situational factors are all obviously

involved. fAt best, we can describe the characteristics

of white militants and extremists, listen to their words,

ri

observe their behavior, evaluate the environment in which

they thrive, and offer some speculative conclusions.

The plight of blacks is now well documented and

well known by contemporary America. The deprivations and

injustices they have suffered are now a matter of record.

Millions of white Americans have suffered a similar fate,

and this is not so well known.

socilogial ause ofprejdic andextemis toanswr .
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There are more than 3 4 million Americans--more

than 9 million families--who do not have enough money

to provide even basic necessities of life--who lack

adequate housing, adequate food, and adequate clothing.

To count these people in terms of percentages of some

larger population is not only not helpful, but misleading

and injurious, for poverty is an individual calamity,

not a statistic. Poverty of this type is not measured

against some standard fixed by a government agency, but

against the ability to survive.

Such poverty stalks both rural and urban America.

In rural America there are 14 million people subsisting

on incomes of less than $3,000 annually. Eleven million

of these are white. More than 70 per cent of America's

rural poor families struggle along on less than $2,000

a year, and one in four exists on less than $1,000 a

year.

The remaining 20 million poor Americans live in

cities, and again poor whites far outnumber poor non-

whites. The problem of rural poor and urban poor is in

some measure a single problem, for many of those families

which cannot eke out a living in the countryside finally

gather together the little hope and energy left to them

and move to urban centers. Generally, they end up in

white ghettos.
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. The South--scene of so much of the violence in

our history--is also the location of many of America's

poor. One out of every two poor families in America

lives in the South, and one-sixth .of all white families

in the South are poor as compared to one-tenth of families

outside the South. In 1964, the median family income

in the United States was $3,840, but in the South it was

only $2,900.

Between the destitute poor and the relatively

affluent middle class, are many millions of Americans

whose desires and expectations exceed what they actually

receive from life. At the lower end of this group are

the near poor, who subsist only slightly better than the

destitute, whose lives are rather dismal and difficult

struggles to hold their place on the economic ladder.

Also in this group of Americans are the working class

and lower-middle-class. In the South these tend to be

White anglo-saxon protestants; in the urban centers of

the North they are more likely to be from ethnic groups

(especially Southern and Eastern European). Robert Wood,

former head of the Department of Housing and Urban

Development said in a speech last June:

Let us consider the working American--the average
white ethnic male:

He is the ordinary employee in factory and in
office. Twenty million strong, he forms the bulk
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of the nation's working force. He makes five to
ten thousand dollars a year; has a wife and two
children; owns a house in town--between the
(black) ghetto and the suburbs, or perhaps in
a low-cost subdivision on the urban fringe;
and he owes plenty in installment debts on his
car and appliances.

The average white working man has no capital, no
stocks, no real estate holdings, except for his
home, to leave to his children. Despite the gains
hammered out by his union, his job security is far

from complete. Layoffs, reductions, automation,
and plant relocation remain the invisible witches

K.,\V at every christening. He finds his tax burden is

heavy; his neighborhood services, poor; his

diminishing...

All such Americans are obviously not white

militants and white extremists. But those Americans who

are generally come from these ranks. Leadership positions

in such organizations as the Ku Klux Klan and the

Minutemen are often held by middle-class, professional,

or even well-to-do, but the rank-and-file membership has

generally come from the working classes and the poor.

The South and the Ku Klux Klan provide a clear

illustration. The flourishing white violence in the

South must be seen against the background of major social

and economic changes which have produced in many areas of

the region this dispossessed and amorphous class of

marginal whites. Increasing industrialization has shifted

the center of influence to a rising middle class,

. frequently Republican and increasingly affluent.
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Simultaneously, industrialization has effectively begun
to undermine the caste order in the economic realm. Jobs
formerly "white" have been entered by Negroes, especially
in the burgeoning area of the southern economy composed

of industries working in part on government contracts.

At the same time that caste controls over black economic

competition are crumbling under the impact of economic

rationalization, a pervasive economic insecurity exists

throughout much of a region that is still essentially

underdeveloped. Whites who have owned little more than

their own white skin and controlled little more than

local behavior of the blacks find themselves being left

with only their white.skin. Ironically, the powerlessness

and impotence they experience is akin to that long

experienced by black Americans who have been victimized

by the same profound forces.

The Klan, these white Americans believe, has some-

thing to offer them. The Klan rhetoric reflects the

, strong sense of distributive injustice which these whites

feel. Klansmen have- criticized the extent of Federal

anti-poverty funds given to blacks in the face of white .
poverty, and complain that riots have brought blacks

federal largesse while the law-abiding, poor white must

- work and receives no federal help. "Health, Education,
and Welfare is nigger health, nigger education, and nigger
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welfare; they have done nothing about yours," a Klan leader

tells his members. He goes on to point out that those K
who advocate integration are those who can afford 

to live

in exclusive white neighborhoods or send their children

to private schools.

The racist thrust of southern white protest has

largely obscured the fact that the grievances 
expressed

by the poor whites are valid and genuine and 
that they

have been largely ignored. In an important sense,

racism has successfully change ed the strident political

protest of these whites into expressions which support

the existing political and social arrangements 
in the

South without doing anything to correct 
the sources of

the grievances. Klan violence represents the thwarted

displaced political protest of whites acting 
from a con- Ft

text of economic insecurity, threatened manhood, and

inability to influence local and national political

structures. Again, the conditions parallel those of poor

blacks and lends credence to the charge that "The

establishment fears war between the races less than an

alliance between them."

The situation of the militant white in the urban

north is similar. Robert Wood's description of the

average white ethnic male working man continues with 
j.

this comment:



One comes to understand his tension in the face

of the aspiring black minority. He notes his

place on the lower runs of the economic ladder.

He sees the movement of black families as a threat

to his home values . He reads about rising crime

rates in city streets and feels this is a direct

challenge to his family. He thinks the busing of

his children to unfamiliar and perhaps inferior

schools will blight their chance for a sound

education. He sees only one destination for the

minority movement-his jb

As has been the case historically, our social and

political institutions have no~ yet found 
ways of

accommodating both the legitim~ te grievances 
of aspiring

minorities and the grievances of those 
who feel the threat

of displacement. Nor have those institutions significantly

lessened the danger of physical violence 
or criminal

victimizrtion which accompany life on 
the fringes of the

iii

slums. Consequently, the white urban dweller is insecure;

while his fear may be exaggerated, it has a basis in the

grim realities of contemporary urban 
life. Under present

conditions, his property may indeed decline in value

cope directly with the problem of "crime 
in the streets."

hii

Anthony Imperiale's North Ward. Citizens 
Committee * 4

was formed to deal with just such a situation. His

members-largely of Italian origin--see the 
neighborhood

they have worked so hard to build deteriorating. They

strongly resent the concentration of state and federal

money being poured into the black community.

®I
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Imperiale says:

Are there no poor whites? But the Negroes get
all the antipoverty money . When pools are being

built in the Central Ward, don't they think the

white kids have got frustration? The whites are

the majority. You know how many of them come to

me, night after night, because they can't get a

job? They've been told, "we have to hire

Negroes first.'

In August, Imperiale's headquarters was bombed, and 1

he has been highly crtclof the lack of response by

police and city officials. Wa makes me mad," he

declares, "is that if the bombing had happened in the

Central Ward, there would have been all kinds of 
FBI

'agents and authorities. When we get bombed, neither the

mayor, the governor nor anyone else said it was a bad

thing to have happened. No statement whatsoever was made

in the papers.'

The paramilitary organizations, like the Minutemen,

are similarly alienated. Minutemen membership is pre-

dominantly male, of Western European ancestry and at least

nomina .Christianity; at least one half are blue collar

workers. There are few professional or salaried white

*collar workers in the Minutemen, but an over-representation

of small proprietors. In an important sense, the worker,

the urban clerk, the small-town businessman have been

overwhelmed by social developments beyond his capacity to

understand or control. It can be argued that the source

,,4 L
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of .his complaint is not "communism"l at all, but rather

it is a form of capitalism which has been imposed from

the outside. The new capitalism is not the classic

entrepreneurial /ca of ~America so cherished by

most Americans; it is the newer, bigger, corporate

capitalism of contemporary America. The new capitalism

while creating new opotntd and new security for

large business and for much of organized labor and

making possible the rudimentar welfare state aid to

the poor, has largely passed bg those in the various i

occupational .backwaters which the Minutemen membership

represents. The benefits--tax loopholes, government

contracts, controlled markets, and the like--accruing to

Cr.

large-scale corporate capitalism are not 
available to them;

nor, for many are the benefits of organized labor.

incesinglyrmleft behind in the thrust of these develop-

ments, the marginal white feels all of the strains 
of

modern life without most of its benefits. c o ,1'

II.



APPENDIX 1

A Partia Chronolgy

(The following chronology does not purport to be a complete record of the acts of
violence, arson and intimidation which have taken place in the South in the period be-
tween September, 1962, and April, 1965. Nor is each episode necessarily attributable
directly to the activity of the Ku Klux Klans. But knowledgeable observers believe that
most acts of violence in the South in recent years are the work of the Klans, individuals
working closely with the Klans, or Klan-type elements.)

1962

Sept. 1 Louisiana Grosses were burned by the Klan in
front of the state capitol in Baton
Rouge; three Negro schools in
Hodge and near Bosco; at a Negro
Minister's home in Bastrop; and in
eleven other north Louisiana towns.

Sept. 8 Albany A cross was burned at a Klan meet-
Ga. ing.

Sept. 5 Dallas A group of masked riders attempted
Ga. to force their way into the home of

a Negro, but were forced to flee
when they were fired on.

Oct. 4 Greenville A cross was burned near the home
Miss. of Hodding Carter, editor-publisher

of the Delta Democrat-Times.

Oct. 13 Birmingham A man was beaten at a Klan rally
Ala. after he declared: "Mob violence is

no answer to anything."

Dec. 14 Birmingham The New Bethel Baptist Church, a
- Ala. Negro church, was damaged by a

bomb.

" ~1963
Feb.4 Mobile A cross was burned in front of the

Ala. home of a Negro minister, who had
urged desegregation of a high school:

Feb. 7 Bossier City Four men were arrested following
La. the painting of some 30 KKK signs

on sidewalks, stores, .buildings, traf-
fic signs and driveways.

March 24 Birmingham A bomb exploded at the home of a
Ala. Negro, injuring two of the five occu-

pants.

May 11 Birmingham Blasts ripped the home of Rev. A. D.
Ala. King and the A. G. Gaston Motel.

May 12' Anniston Shots were fired at the homes of two
Ala. Negroes. On May 20, a one-time

Klan leader, Kenneth Adams, was
arrested and on May 25 was con-
victed for these assaults. He was
sentenced to 180 days in jail and
fined $100 on each of the shooting
counts. Freed on bond pending an
appeal. (Adams was also accused of
firing a shot into a Negro church on
May 12. On April 8, 1964, a jury
found him innocent.)

Miay 17 Alexandria A cross was burned in front of the
La. home of relatives of a Negro youth

who was in jail, charged with rape
of a wlsite woman.

June 8 Tuscaloosa A cross was burned at a Klan meet-
Ala. ing.

June 18 Gillett
Ark.

June 26 Gulfport
Miss.

June 30

A dynamite blast blew out the front
door of a Negro church.

An explosion damaged the offices of
a Negro doctor, who was president
of the local NAACP chapter.

Jackson An explosion collapsed a two-family
Miss. frame house; four Negro, men es-

caped injury.

July 14 Atlanta A cross was burned at a Klan meet-
Ga. ing.

July 27 Anderson Klan meeting featured a cross burn-
S. C. ing.

August 15 Birmingham Tear gas bombs were detonated at a
Ala. department store which had recent-

ly been desegregated.

August 21 Birmingham T
Ala. D

August 26 Columbia A
S. C. ne

he home of Negro attorney Arthur
. Shores was bombed.

packet of dynamite blew a crater
ar the home of a. Negro girl,
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(The following chronology does not purport to be a complete record of the acts of
violence, arson and intimidation which have taken place in the South in the period be-
tween September, 1962, and April, 1965. Nor is each episode necessarily attributable
directly to the activity of the Ku Klux Klans. But knowledgeable observers believe that
most acts of violence in the South in recent years are the work of the Klans, individuals
working closely with the Klans, or Klan-type elements.)

1962

Sept. 1 Louisiana Crosses were burned by the Klan in
front of the state capitol in Baton
Rouge; three Negro schools in
Hodge and near Bosco; at a Negro
Minister's home in Bastrop; and in
eleven other north Louisiana towns.

Sept. 8 Albany Across was burned at a Klan meet-
Ga. ing.

Sept. 5 Dallas A group of masked riders attempted
Ga. to force their way into the home of

a Negro, but were forced to flee
when they were fired on.

Oct. 4 Greenville A cross was burned near the home
Miss. of Hodding Carter, editor-publisher

of the Delta Democrat-Tines.

Oct. 13 Birningham A man was beaten at a Klan rally
Ala. after he declared: "Mob violence is

no answer to anything."

Dec. 14 Birmingham The New Bethel Baptist Church, a
Ala. Negro church, was damaged by a

bomb.

- 1963

Feb.4 Mobile A cross was burned in front of the
Ala. home of a Negro minister, who had

urged desegregation of a high school.

Feb. 7 Bossier City Four men were arrested following
La. the painting of some 30 KKK signs

on sidewalks, stores, buildings, traf-
fic signs and driveways.

March 24 Birmingham A bomb exploded at the home of a
Ala. Negro, injuring two of the five occu-

pants.

May 11 Birmingham Blasts ripped the home of Rev. A. D.
Ala. King and the A. G. Gaston Motel.

May 12- Anniston Shots were fired at the homes of two
Ala. Negroes. On May 20, a one-time

Klan leader, Kenneth Adams, was
arrested and on May 25 was con-
victed for these assaults. He was
sentenced to 180 days in jail and
fined $100 on each of the shooting
counts. Freed on bond pending an
appeal. (Adams was also accused of
firing a shot into a Negro church on
Miay 12. On April 8, 1964., a jury
found him innocent.)

May 17 Alexandria A cross was burned in front of the
La. home of relatives of a Negro youth

who was in jail, charged with rape
of a white woman.

June 8 Tuscaloosa
Ala.

June 18 Gillett
Ark.

June 26 Gulfport
Miss.

June 30

A cross was burned at a Klan meet-
ing.

A dynamite blast blew out the front
door of a Negro church.

An explosion damaged the offices of
a Negro doctor, who was president
of the local NAACP chapter.

Jackson An explosion collapsed a two-family
Miss. frame house; four Negro. men es-

caped injury.

July 14 Atlanta A cross was burned at a Klan meet-
Ga. ing.

July 27 Anderson Klan meeting featured a cross burn-
S.C. ing.

August 15 Birmingham Tear gas bombs were detonated at a
Ala. department store which had recent-

ly been desegregated.

August 21 Birmingham
Ala.

The home of Negro attorney Arthur
D. Shores was bombed.

August 26 Columbia A packet of dynamite blew a crater
S. C. near the home of a. Negro girl,
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August 26 Buras
La.

scheduled to enter the University of
S. C.

An explosion wrecked a classroom
and started a fire in an integrated
Catholic school.

Sept. I Winnsboro Crosses were burned in front of
La. several schools, one night after a

Klan rally.

Sept. 4 Birmingham The home of Arthur D. Shores was
Ala. blasted again.

Sept. 7 Ocala A 15-foot cross was burned at a Klan
Fla. rally.

Sept. 8 Birmingham The home of A. G. Gaston, an in-
Ala. fluential Negro, was bombed.

Sept. 15 Birmingham The bombing of the 16th Street
Ala. Baptist Church resulted in the death

of four -Negro girls..

Sept. 18 St. Augustine Four Negroes were beaten when
Fla. they drove their car near a Klan

rally. Four Klansmen were arrested
on Sept. 19 and released on bond.
On Oct. 16, one of the beaten Ne-
groes was convicted of assaulting
two of the Klansmen. On Nov. 5, a
jury found one of the Klansmen
innocent, and charges against the
other three were dismissed.

Sept. 25 Birmingham Two bombs were exploded in a Ne-

Ala. gro neighborhood.

Sept. 30 Birmingham State Police arrested two men in

Ala. connection with racial bombings.
The suspects, Robert E. Chambliss

- and Charles Cagle, had Klan records.
A third man, John W. Hall, was
subsequently arrested. On Oct. 9 the
City Recorder found the men guilty
of possessing dynamite and sen-
tenced them to 180-day jail sen-
tences and $100 fines. The three
were released on bond. On June 16
and 18, 1964, they were found not
guilty by a jury.

Nov. 16 Tuscaloosa Two explosions, 18 hours apart,
Ala. shattered windows in a Negro neigh-

borhood and jolted the University
of Alabama campus.

Nov. 16 Rayville Over 1,000 Klansmen assembled
La. amid the glow of burning crosses.

Nov. 19 Tuscaloosa
Ala..!'

A dynamite bomb exploded near the
dormitory of a Negro co-ed at the
University of Alabama.

Dec. 8 Dawson Gunfire and an explosion damaged
Ga. the home of a Negro voter-registra-

tion worker.

1964

January McComb A cross was burned in front of a

Miss. Negro minister's home.

Jan.18.

Jan. 25

Jan.S

Louisiana More than 150 crosses were burned
near Negro homes, churches and
schools in five parishes.

Atlanta During civil rights demonstrations,
Ga. Klansmen claslsed with Negro stu-

dents.

Vicksburg Crosses were burned in seven dif-
Miss. ferent places.

Feb. 15 Black Lake
La.

Klan burned a cross at a meeting.

Feb. 16 Jacksonville A bomb caused extensive damage to
Fla. the home of a 6-year-old Negro boy

who attended a previously all-wllite
school. On March 3, William Ster-
ling Rosecrans, a "close associate"
of North Florida KKK leaders, was
arrested and charged with the bomb

. ing. On March 12, the FBI arrested
five Klansmen, Barton H. Griffin,
Jacky Don Harden, Willie Eugene
Wilson, Donald Eugene Spegal and
Robert Pittman Gentry, in connec-,
tion with the bombing. On March
13, Rosecrans, who is from Indiana,
pleaded guilty and a month later
(April 17) was sentenced to seven
years in Federal prison. On June 30,
the five Klansmen went on trial and
a week later Jacky Don Harden and
Robert Pittman Gentry were ac-
quitted. A mistrial was declared .in
the cases of the other three Klans-
men. Retrial began on November
16 and nine days later a jury ac-
quitted the Klansmen of charges
they conspired to violate the civil
rights of the 6-year-old Negro boy.

Apr. 18 Notasulga The Macon County .High School
Ala. was destroyed by a fire. The school

had recently been ordered to deseg-
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regate, and white students were boy.
cutting it.

April Bogalusa Three men in black hoods abducted
La. a millworker, accused him of failing

to support his child, beat him with
a pistol and whipped him.

April Jackson Bob Wagner, a newsman, was seized
La. by'Klansmen near one of their meet-

ings, and was beaten.

May 2 Jackson Two young Negroes disappeared
Miss. and their bodies were accidently

found in the Mississippi River in
July by a large group of men who
were looking for three missing civil
rights workers. On Nov. 6 two men,
one an acknowledged member of

. the Klan, were arrested on charges
of killing the Negroes. They were
freed on bond pending a trial.

May Mississippi Crosses were burned in 64 counties
on the same night.

May29 St. Augustine Night-riders shot up an unoccupied
Fla. beach cottage and fired into an auto-

. mobile, narrowly missing an aide to
Dr. Martin L. King.

June 16 Philadelphia A group of armed white men sur-
Miss. rounded the Mt. Zion Methodist

Church, beat Negroes and burned
the church to the ground.

June 17 Jackson A Negro was abducted by a group
Miss. of hooded men and was flogged.

June 20 Fayett, Miss. A Negro civil rights worker was
chased from his car by a group of
white men.

June McComb Explosions on one night occurred at
Miss. the homes of two Negroes suspected

of civil rights activities; at the bar-
bershop owned by another; and at
the homes of two white men who
had made remarks opposing KKK
violence.

June 21 Branson The Sweet Rest Church of Christ
Miss; Holiness was rocked by an explo-

sion.

June 21 Maben A crowd of whites, many of whom
Miss. were armed, circled a car containing

six Negro civil rights workers. Pas-
sengers were spat upon, cursed and
threatened.

June 21 Philadelphia Three civil rights workers, two of
Miss. them white, were murdered. On

Dec. 4, the FBI arrested twenty-one
men, charging them with conspiring
to violate the constitutional rights
of the three young men. Several of
the defendants were members of the
Klan. The men were released on
bond. On Dec. 10, a U. S. Commis-
sioner dismissed the charges against
19 of them. On Jan. 11, 1965, the
Government presented to a Federal
Grand Jury the confessions of two
of the inen, one of whom is an ac-
knowledgecd member of a Klan.
The Grand Jury handed down in-
dictments on Jan. 15 against most
of the original defendants. On Feb.
25, a U. S. District Court judge dis-
missed felony indictments against
seventeen men, but ruled they must
stand trial tinder a misdemeanor
charge. An eighteeritl defendant
was to be tried separately in Atlanta.

June 22 McComb The homes of two Negroes active in
Miss. the civil rights movement were

bombed.

June 25 Ruleville
)iiss.

A Negro church was bombed.

June Longdale Another Negro church was hit by a
Miss. fire bomb.

June 27 McComb A Molotov cocktail mixture of oil
Miss. and kerosene was hurled against the

front door of the McComb Enter-
prise Journal. A note around the
bottle was signed "K.K.K."

July 4 Enfield
N. C.

Cross-burning.

July 7 MfcComb Three explosions destroyed a sec-
Miss. tion of the civil rights "Freedom

. - House."

July 11 Athens Lemuel Penn, a Negro educator,
Ga. along with a companion, had com-

pleted summer training at Fort Ben-
ning, Georgia. They were driving
home when they were fired on and
Penn was killed. On Aug. 6, four
men identified as Klansmen, were
arrested in connection with the kill-
ing. On August 31 two white men
went on trial. A third man's con-
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fession, repudiated, was read.
On Scpt. , a jury found the two
Klansmen not guilty. On Oct. 16,
the four Klansmen, along with two
others, were indicted by a Federal
grand jury, charged with acts of in-
timidation and violence against Ne-

groes. On Dec. 29, .the Federal in-
dictments against the six men were
thrown out by a U. S. District Court
judge. A state charge of murder is

'still faced by the Klansman wlso
originally confessed a role in the
slaying. Another man was chargedwith being an accessory after the
fact.

July 12 Natchez Two Negro churches were leveled
Miss.. by arsonists.

July 13 Elm City An attempt to burn a Negro church
N. C. that an integrated group planned to

paint led to thie arrest of two men.
The KKK had warned that it would

- prevent efforts to conduct integrated
projects at a church.

July 14 Wesson The owner of a gas station was beat-Miss. en by three masked and hooded
men. He had refused to join the
Klan, had hired Negro help and
allowed them to use the cash regis.
ter.

July 17 DicComb The Zion Hill Freewill Biaptist.Miss. Church was burned, and two men
were roughed up by three white mes.

July 18 Atlanta Cros burning at a Klan meeting.
Ga.5

.July 19 Madison Co. The Christian Union Baptist Churcs
Miss, was destroyed by a fire.

July 19 St. Augustine A 20-foot cross was burned at a

Fla. Klan rally.
July 24 St. Augustine Afire bomb was tossed into a re-Fla. cently-integrated restaurant. Later

that day, warrants were sworn out
against five Klasmen charging Sthem with burning a cross n pri-
vate property without permission.

ter.

July 30 Meridian The Zount orilh Baptist Churc -s

Miss, was destroyed by fire.

July 31 Brandon The Pleasant Grove Baptist Church
Miss. burned to its foundation.

August 1 Farmerville A 50-foot cross was burned at. aLa. Klan meeting.

August 13 aleigh Cross burned on lawn of Governor's
N. C. M mansion.

August 15 Natchez Dynamite demolished a nightub
Miss, tand bar, wearing an all-Negro oesp-

tele, located across the street from a
building housing the local Freedom
School.

Several crosses were burned.

A Negro was shot wlile seated in his
car. (He had been severely beaten
the previous month.)

A Negro was shot, a white civil
rights worker was clubbed and. at .
least six crosses were burned.

August 15 Greensburg
La.

August 15 Greenwood
Miss.

August 15 Jackson
M1fiss.

August 15 Mississippi Scores of crosses were burned, manyand Louisiana of them fired at 10 p.m. by obvious
pre-arrangement.

A bomb shattered the windows and
doors in the office of a small weekly
newspaper, whose anti-Klan editor
had won a Pultizer Prize for her
crusading editorials.

August 27 Jackson
.Miss.

August 29 Natchez
M~iss.

Enfield
N. C.

Enfield
N. C.

Sept. 2

Sept. 3

Sept. 6 Canton
Miss.

Summit Three predawn bomb blasts
Miss. aged a home, a store and-a shed

owned by Negroes.

McComb Dynamite damaged the home
-Miss. Negro minister.

:ept. 7

ept. 9

A cross was burned at a Klan

Cross-burning.

Several crosses were burned.

A dynamite blast ripped throu
white-owned grocery in a N
neighborhood.

Sept. 17 Canton
Miss.

Philadelphia Two small churches were hit by fire.Miss.

McComb The home of a Negro woman active
Miss. in civil rights work was blasted. On

Oct. 1, three white men, who had
membership cards in the KKK, were
arrested; and one of them was also
charged in Connection with the Sept.9 bombing. On Oct. 12, the three
men, along with another individual,
were indicted in connection with
the bombing. On Oct. 24, the four
men, plus five others who had been
seized in connection with the-bomb-
ing, entered pleas of guilty andnolo contendere. After designatingvarious sentences for the nine men,
the judge suspended the sentence.

ept. 19

pt.20

Two Negro churches used for v
registration activity were burne
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Sepa 21 McComb Dynamite uumbs hurled from pass-
- Miss. ing cars damaged a church and Ne-

gro home.

Sept. 21 Enfield -Cross-burning.
N. C.

Sept. 23 McComb 'A bomb was hurled at the home of
Miss. a former Negro policeman.

Sept. 23 Columbia A cross was burned in front of the
S. C. Governor's mansion.

Sept. 25 Natchez An explosion ripped a hole in the
Miss. lawn at the home of the ma-yor. An-

other blast occured at the home of
- a Negro.

Sept. 26 Farmville A minister was threatened, harrassed
N. C. and searched while attending aKlan rally.

Oct. 4 Vicksburg A dynamite explosion heavily dam-Miss. aged a Negro church building that
had been used as a voter registra-
tion headquarters.

Oct. 31 Ripley Fire destroyed the Antioch BaptistMiss. Church, which had been used as a
Freedom School.

Nov. 17 Laurel A union official was kidnapped at
Miss. gunpoint and whipped by masked

men.

Nov. 29 Montgomery A dynamite bomb wrecked the car-
Ala. port of the home of a Negro family.

Dec. 10

Dec. 13

Ferriday Several white men poured gasoline
La. on a shoeshop and after setting fire

to it, prevented a Negro from
leaving. He subsequently died in a
hospital.

Montgomery An explosion was set off outside a
Ala. Negro church. Three men were

accused of the crime and received 6-
month sentences, .but were released
on probation after ten days in jail.
One of the men had been indicted
in 1957 in connection with bomb-
ings of Negro churches and homes.

1965

Jan. 17

- Jan.23

Feb. 16

Feb. 28

March 5

March 9

March 21

March 21

March 22

March 25

March 29

April 1

January Center A number of crosses were burned,
Tex. including six in one night.

Jonesu..o Fires destroyed two rural Negro
La. churches.

New Bern Three explosions wrecked a Negro
N. C. funeral home and two cars during a

civil rights meeting. Six days later,
the FBI. arrested three men, one of
them an Exalted Cyclops of a Klan.

Mobile
Ala.

Two Negro youths were wounded
by shotgun blasts.

Lowndes Co. Armed white men disrupted church
Ala. services and warned a minister to

leave the county by sundown or he
would never be found.

Indianola
Miss.

Selma
Ala.

Vicksburg
Miss.

A Freedom School and library
burned to the ground.

Rev. James Reeb from Boston was
fatally clubbed. Two days later four
men were arrested.

A Molotov cocktail was thrown into
a desegregated cafe.

Birmingham Four time bombs were discovered in
Ala. Negro neiglhborlhoods.

Birmingham Two more bombs were discovered
Ala. in the Negro community.

Lowndesboro Mrs. Viola Gregg Liuzzo, a white
Ala. civil rights worker, was shot and

killed while driving on the Selma-
. Montgomery highway. Four Klans-

men were charged with violating the
civil rights of Mrs. Liuzzo.

Meridian
Miss.

Fire bombs were tossed at two
Negro churches.

Birmingham A dynamite bomb wrecked the home
Ala. of- a -Negro accountant, and two

other bombs were found at the home
of the Mayor and a City Council-
woman.
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